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WHOLE
tale,

CELEBRATED CASE."

NO.

671.

upon the relationof the represeuta-

ves of (he “minority.”

The following •pinion by Chief Justice

present herewith the opinion of the

Supreme Court in the “church case”, and, Cooley disposes of the gvo-iearranto proas this is in all probability the conclusion ceedings, by sustainingthe demurrer In-

of

the legal controversy,

we

will briefly terposed by the defendants:

summarize the history of the case.
in supreme court— ter vree
At a meeting of the congregationof the
LINGS.

vb.

gebr-

First
Reformed
of this city held
R. Van Hbrwijnkn, of Chicago,
...........
... Church
........
Cooley, C. J. The informationin this
married
last week Thursday, to Miss Na-lon February 27th, 1882, resolutions were case is filed by tho Attoruev General on
—
The
l UE steamers
SluUliUJia Wisconsin,
it ia«;uuaiu, Michigan and
the relation of John A. Ter Vree and three
dopted t» thb effect, lhat owing to ccr
derveld of Vriesland.Roelof and h
others, claiming to be deacons and exB E J eaie’r in Gmt ^Kiour au d Prod uS. ‘HiaheBt Oneida are all ice bound at Grand Haven.
tain grievances the First Reformed Church officio trusteesof the First Dutch Reformed
bride will dwell in Chicago.
market price paid for wheat. Office In
-«•»—
store,corner Eighth and Fish streets.
The Kerry Gow Combination have some
of Holland severed Its connection with Church, of Holland, in this State, sgalust
The Grand Rapids Pod is now pub- the Reformed Church in America, the de- the four respondents who are alleged to
excellent
paper
which
will
adorn
the
bill
DragTini Medicines.
be intruders into the said office. The inlished under the auspices of the Prohibinomination with which it had been conTTvOESBUHQ.J.O. Dealer in Drngs and Medl- boards hOOD.
formationis somewhat long and contains
tion publishingassociation,in the interest
clues. Paints and Oils, Brushes, Ac. Phynected. The meeting at which this action much that could bo important only as evisicians prescrlptiouscarefullyput. up. Eighth 8t. 'j'1IJ£summary and ihe opinion o
of the Prohibition party. It is enlarged to
was taken was held in the church build- dence. The material allegations are as
Vf EENQ8, D. R., Drug store, Fine Drugs, Med- 1 court in the “church case” occupies the a quarto again.
ing, and this large structure was crowdec follows:
That on the first day of January, 1851,
Porfumeri^e’.
TOUOt
I
P«lio“ ot °“r P“P« ,hi* ''eek'
Next Thursaay, the day of prayer for with an audience, which included not on- the said First Dutch Reformed Church of
TTAlf PUTTEN, Wm., Dealer in Drags, Medl- CONDUCTOR Ed. Fay, who ran U Height Colleges, there will be a union service ol ly the members of the congregationof the Holland, was duly incorporated under
church, but hundreds of the friends of the and in accordance with tho provisions of
Van de'n Be^e^kmiiy5iedicinSrieRirverstreet*. | between thb city and Big Rapids, is now the First and Third Reformed churches in
two factions of the congregation. The Section 23 of Chapter 52 of the Revised
TITAL8H. HEBER. Dn,t8l.t .nd ph.nr,.ci.t; . | ™nmns a p^eoger on the "north end." the College Chapel, at 9:30, A. M., when
Statutes of the State of Michigan, of 1846,
vote upon the resolution above referret
Vf full stock of goods appertaining to the
—7”
a sermon will be preached by Rev. J. H.
under the corporate name of “The ConJ. Marion Doesburo, left last Wednesiness.
to, was 80 affirmativeand 18 negative, on- sistory of the First Dutch Reformed
Karslen.
day
evening for Milwaukee, Wis. It is
Church of Holland,” and thereby the
ly male members of the church voting,
furalturs.
Last Monday evening the persons en- further resolution was pissed by which minister, elders and deaeons thereof, and
"if EYER, BROUWER & CO.. Dealers in all I rePorled lhat
lU
their successors in office became, and ever
rolled by the Common Council as memIV1 kinds of Furniture, Curtains, Wall Paper, about three weeks with a “better half.’
the “majority’' af the members of the alnce have been and still are a body corCarpels, Coffins,Picture Frames,etc.; River St.
bers of the fire department met in the
church expressed their willingness to porate under the name afortaaid.
Qnmi
I Miss Olie Garnsey at the Rink next city ball for the purpose of completing make an equitable division of the church And that Hendrik Geerlinga, Baatlaan
Steketee, Jan W. Bosman and Kommar
'\TAN PUTTEN, 0..* SONS. General Dealers In Tuesday evening. Miss Garncy is with- the organization.The officerselected for property between the two parties.
Schaddelee,all of the aaid County of OtDry Goods, Groceries, Crockery,Hats and I out doubt the finest lady roller skater in the various companies are given in the
Caps, Flour, Provisions,etc. River street. j
Don't fail to tyltThis iubv!lD£i which wai not fully con- tawa, State aforeaald,for the apace of five
Council proceedingsin another column.
cluded until midnight,caused great ex- months, DOW last past, hare Unlawfully
t ness her skating.
held, used and exercised, and still de unMibb L. Walters, of Allegan, who pre- citement not only in this city, hat throughpITY HOTEL, Williams Bros., Proprietor*.
lawfully hold, un and exercise,without
\J The only flrst-class hotel in the city. Is loDuring the severe storm of the past s des over a large class of pupils iu this out the entire denomination. This church any legal election, appointment,warrant
cated in the business center of the town and has
one of the largest and best sample rooms In the week business has been virtually sus- city who receive instructions from her on society was, ss its name indicated, the or authority whatsoever, the office of
state. Free bus In connection with the hotel.
pended. Thursday was the first day on the piano, will give a concert some time “first” organized in the colony; and also members of aaid corporation, claiming to
be deacons and ex-officio trustees of said
"putENix hotel. Jas. Ryder, proprietor,which farmers were noticed in town. The during the first part of February in which one of the largest and most important conhurch and society,to-wit: at the City of
ter class will take part. Outside talent gregations of the Reformed Church in the
good fadiitiw/for the travelingpubllc.^d ita roads leading to the city are in a very bad
lolland, in the County of Ottawa atoretable is unsurpassed.Free hack for accommo- condition and it will be some time before will assist the class and a very flue enter- West.
uald; and that each of them hath used and
dation of
exercised, and still doth use and exercise
*
The
classia
of
Holland,
one
of
the
trithey are properly broke.
tainment will be given.
the said office of a member of said corQCOTT’S HOTEL. W. J. Scott, proprietor.
bunals
of tho Reformed Church, cited the
This hotel is located on the corner ol
.r
____
nllin Hum
Toe position to which Mr. G. Van members of the consistory of the church wration, claiming to be a deacon and
and Fieh streets. Terms, ttw per day. Good ac- Next Tuesday evening Miss Ollie Garnex officio trustee of said church and society,
commodatlons can always be relied on.
fley| of Grand Rapld8, the champion lady Schelven of this city has been elevated
before it to answer to the charge of being the First Dutch Reformed Church of HeiLlviry ud Balt
| roller skater of the west, will give an ex
8: clerk of Committees on Municipnl Corguilty of “public chism.” The clasals and, to-wit,at the place and in the coun-nooNE, H., Livery and Sale stable, office and hibitton at the Rink of artisticskating. porations, Education,and Printing,and found these officers gnllty and passed res- ty aforesaid.
And that said Hendrik Gecrllngs,Baa3J barn on Market etreet.Everythingflr«t-claB8. | The evolutions which Miss Garnsey goes also Chief Committee clerk, having genolutions deposingthem from their offices. tiaan Steketee, Jan W. Bosman, and KornTTAVEREATE. G. J., Livery and Boarding through with, are really wonderful and a eral Bupervisionover all the committee
The “minority”members of the church mer Schaddelee for and during all thla
time last above mentioned, without any
“»t?. larce attendanceehould greet her nn her clerks of the House. The many friends of
who had opposed the resolutionsof seces- legal warrant or authority,eleetlon or apI appearanceat our rink.
Mr. Van Schelven will be glad to hear
sion, organized and elected a new consis- pointment whatsoever,at the City of Holthat he has met with such success.
VTIBBELINK.J.H., Livery and Sale Stable;
tory. On the refusal of the officers of the land and In the County of Ottawa, have
The Carrington Opera Company gave
ii Ninth atreet, near Market.
—
claimed, and still do claim to be meman entertainment in Lyceum Hall last
Last Saturday night a Are broke oilfin church to hand over the keys of the buildMmfaotoriu,Mini, Bbopi,
bers of said corporation, aod deacons and
week Friday night. Owing to the severe a little bouse near the corner of Eighth lug and to deliver to the representatives ex officiotrustees of said church and soTPAUKLS, VAN FUTTEN & CO., Proprietor * **
. „ a oi,
JL of Plugger Mills. Manufacturer of new Prp- storm that prevaileda not over large au- and Fish streets. The fire was promptly •f the minorityall the property of the so- ciety, the First Dutch Reformed Church
cese Flour, Near foot of Eighth street.
dience was present. The concert was the extinguished by a pall brigade. The ciety, recourse was had to the courts, for of Holland; and each of them hath
claimed, and still doth claim to be a memttan raalte, B., dealear in Farm imple- finest ever given in this place and it is to water works would not work because there relief.
ber of said corporation, and a deacon and
On May 3rd, 1882, a bill was filed in the ex-officiotrustee of said church and society,
C,,r- ‘“m ‘n<1 1 be regretted that not more ot eur citizens was no engineer to run the pumps. It is
reported that it was twenty-six minutes circuitcourt fsr the county of Ottawa, in and to have, use and enjoy all the liberwere enabled to hear it.
Phytlciaai.
from the time the alarm was sent in until chancery,which set forth at length the ties, privileges and franchises to the office
T)EST, R. b., Physicianand surgeon, can
Those who predicted an open winter water was obtained. John that’s a bad history of tho church and of the denomi- of a member of bald corporation,and 0
deacon and trusteeof said church and som Eighth^ street8 offlcolnFirgl Wari^ 1)1118 Su>re’ and further immunity from frosty weather go, look out in the future.
nation; and claimed in effect that the con- ciety belonging and appertaining.
did not crawl out from behind red-hot
sistory of the church, who were the ex
And the said Attorney General further
TT'REMERS, H.., Physicianand Surgeon. ResT . «
Next Friday evening a carnival will be officiotrustees of the corporation, by res gives the court hero to understandand bo
fV JUl'ULC
idenceon
street, IUI.
cor. of luaiivvi.
Market St. StOVCS this week. Last week
rlday night
.Ufc.
UII Twelfth
1 nuiuu OMUCI't
- --1 ---»
commenced to storm and continuedfor the attractionat the Rink. There has al- son of thuir depositionby the classic, informed, that at an election by said
church and society, the First Dt)tch Resix days in succession. The mercury in ready some forty skaters signifiedtheir in- had ceased to be tho officers of the church;
tormci Church of Holland, for deacons,
tention to mask and the affair promises to and that the complainants were such of- held on the 30th day of March, A. D.
I the thermometer did not fiet much above
Eleventh streets, formerly occupied by the late Dr. Mro any 0j ^0 time and trade and busi- be a great «ucce$s. Maskers can procure
ficers and entitled to the possession of nil 1882, at the City of Holland, aforesaid,
J
costumes of a costumer at the city Hotel the church property, in trust for the “mi- John A. Tor Vree, Arne Venuema, and
ness was at a stand still.
Abram M. Kantcrs were duly chosen and
Photographer.
any time on Friday. The admission will nority.” And that the “majority” should
elected, and on the 16tb day of April, A.
TJ IGGIN 8, B.P., the leadingPhotograph Gal- j Tim weather Ihe past week has kept be twenty-five cents. The unmaskingwill
be excluded from the use and possession D. 1882, were duly ordained aod installed
lery opposite this
| pe0pie at home to a great extent and the
‘ church
ihi
take place at half past nine. There will of the church property. An answer wai deacons of*said
and society, and
patronage
Watohsi aed Jevelry.
_ of the Skating Rink has been be ample provisionsmade for spectators.
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REYMAN, OTTO, Watchmaker, Jeweler,and

JD

and Eighth

WY

street*.

dealer In fancy good*. Corner of Market

Mdct

JewdS wd

on^y evenl aDy ^mpor'
taken, and the case was argued before clelyt
occurring there, was the artistic
Special subjects are appointed for each
Hon. Dan. J. Arnold, at Allegan.
And lhat, at alike meeting and election
gkatlng of Ma8ter Daliy| gave
evening at the Gospel meetings in Hope
day. were s^nv
.pent in
In^ne
the a
argument
before I by uld
days
bumcm
on lhe 29lh dfty of Novernbert A. D.
Tuesday and Wednesday evenings. Church. This gives attractivenessas well
Judge Arnold. The case In behalf of
aUald
f HoilaDdi Qerrit J.
The attendance was small but the sessions as directness to the occasion. Last
complainants,
the
minority,
was
preHuizinga
waa
duly
chosen
and elected.»
-----*
I *AUa*IMgMw*
m
Wednesday was for the unconverted. were very enjoyable affairs.
seated and argued by Hod. J. W. Stone and on the 16th day of December, A. D.
Deep feeling filled those present. Thursand Hon. J. W. Champlln; and for the 1883, was duly ordained and Installed a <
Last Monday evening G. H. Sipp, our
day evening was young people’s night.

Uance
|

Two

|

I

dar street*.

--

1

Storiette*.
X. 0. of 0. F.

^Sn°i

*

‘

reuZu^y

two

J. C.

The attendancewas large and the interest
great. With the church well warmed and
council rooms in the City Hall, wrenched
lighted and Cbristiauhearts full of love
ils left knee joint, and it being the limb
and zeal, the hour pass pleasantlyand
and knee from which he has been suffer-

^ ^

brothers are cordlaBy Invited.

up the

stairs leading to the

cu

mm

-

Post. “

efficient City Clerk, in attempting to carry

chairs

'

™the
^

V

.
Hou,

B.

— ~

of

Vllllama and

c*!

aiiun, and a trusteeof said church and so-

Judge Arnold, after long deliberationand ciety. And that said John A. Ter Vree,
careful examination of Ihe great tnna,

tSefr

upon tho quea- ga|d geverai ordinations and installations,
profitably to all.
Willi ax Bauxoabtxl, R. S.
lions involved, decided the casein favor been, and still sre, rightfully eolitleJ to
ng for the past ten years, it has just about
At E. J. Harrington’s general store of the defend ants, the majority, by dis- hold, use and and exercise the said office
aid him up. Wo are informed,however,
F. & A. Iff.
of members of said corporationand deaA Rceular Communicationof Unitt Lodge that George expects to be attending to his $12,000 worth of goods are to be sold at
missing the
C0Dg and trusteesof said church and soNo. ISirF. & A. M., will be held at Masonic Hal
greatly reduced prices in order to meet the
Holland, Mich., at 7 o’clock sharp, on Wednesday, duties next week. We hope he will.
The case was then taken to the Supreme ciety, the First Dutch Reformed Church
evenings, Jan.’ 28, Feb. 28, March 25, April 22,
demands of creditors.Our people have Court by appeal. Iu the meantime,a of Holland, and deacons
trusMay 27, June *4, July 22. Aug. 19, Sept. 23, Oct. 21,
An excursionpassed through here now an opportunity to secure bargains in
Nor. 18,* Dec. 16. St. John, s days Juno 24, and
legal authorities bearing

bill.

and

_

Thursday night at 10 o’clock,consisting Clothing,Gents’ Furnishing Goods, and
cult court, which had been decided in the
Bosman. and Kommer Schaddelee,
of one hundred and fifty members of the in Dry Goods, Hats and Caps, and Boots
same way. The two cases were heard in during all the time aforesaid, have
Ohio Lumbermen’s Associationand busi- and Shoes, that will not occur again, pos- the Suneme Court together. The counsel usurped, intruded into, and unlawfully
ness men of Toledo, Ohio. They came sibly, iu years. Mr. Harrington’scut iu
paritri*.
U,
over the Michigan and Ohio K. R. and prices is legitimateand is done for the
prised Messrs. Stone and Hyde,
elc<
information calls up*
Produce, Eto.
went to Muskegon, and from there they purpose of selling all his stock for the and
__
am $a ts* alt An* ttvv uiliat Ate
Moore, _and Romeyn avwl
and TJ/vmftim
Romeyn, for on el%A
the waa
respondents
to show by what au(WHOLESALE.)
. i.u.-i—.u
----- '“Id
went over the Big Rapids branch, of the benefit of his creditors. Call early then the complainants,and- Hon. T. B. Church
thority they claim to
use, hold and enjoy
{Corrected every Friday by E. J. Harrington.)
Chicago and West Mich. R’y., to visit the and secure the best bargains.
Apples,40c; Beans, 80c, $1.00; Butter, 15, 16c
.nd H.n. L P. ChriaUascy for the
demurred gener.lly«o
Eggs, 18c; Honey, 14c; Onions, 80,40c; Potatoes, point from which they receive so much
fendants
in the Grand Rapids case; and jbe information, and they also assigned
It is time the partiesInterested in fish
lumber traffic. Over, the O. & W. M. R’y
~on. W. B. Williams and J. C. Post in three special causes of demurrer which
BET AIL.
ing in Macatawa Bay were up and stirring
p Hniinnd rnqp
may be summarized as follows:
Apple*, 46 & 50c; Bean*, $1.55; Butter, 15, Lc; they were in charge of General Superin,e Holland
That lU offlce of deacons and exin regard to the passage of a special law
Eg e, Me; Honey, 16c; Onions, Wc; Potatoes, 80c. tendent Agnew.
It was expected that the caw. would retru>tees of |tM cUarch |Dd
governing
this
sport
in
the
Bay.
It
would
- • drain, Feed, Eto.
ill in settlingthe law in this State in re- ara not offices created by the statute under
(WHOLESALE.)
Mr. P. B. Rhoads, advance agent for seem that experience had taught that it
ard to the tenure of church property, which the said church and society are in(Corrected every Friday by W. H. Beach.)
J. 8. Murphy’s Kerry Gew Combination, was useless to attempt to prosecute parties
nforluuately, thia court waa equally dl- corporated. but by the couatltutlonrale.
Buckwheat, 45c; Bran, * 100 Us., 70c; Barley,
fishing here with nets under the state law,
.
.
____ *,2, . .. and usages of said Reformed Church, an
„ ]00 Iba., $1.00;Clo,erMed, * foHMlCora was in the city yesterday arranging for
Meal. « 100 lbs., 95c. ; Corn, shelled,87c ; Flour
ided and no opinion waa filed in the ecclesiastical body having no concern
that entertainment here. The indications as every prosecutionthat was made last
84.40; Fine Corn Meal, V 100 fts^ $1.80; freed,
aae, beyond a memoraudum advising the tgith the government and nothing of a
ton, $19.00; Feed, *100 *a.,90c.;Hay, ftM, are that this will be a good entertainment season has proven a flat failure and the
*800; Middling, V 100 DIB.
fc*.,90c;
Wv Oafc, new^SMSc;
.riles to end tho deplorable litigation pnblic nature about It.
judging from the fact that before it Is giv- same parties have the previlege, as far as
•osri Barley,
en here it is being produced at Cadillac, we know, of returning here and again em

w
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and other larger cities. barking in the wholesale slaughter of our
One of the unusual features of the enter- fish. Let the Park Association start this I Many suppoaed that thia would end the
tainment will be the showing of a live matter aud there will be plenty of a»U- litigation,but the metier waa again pre-

Big Rapids, Ionia

hone on the stage at Lyceum

Hall

now.

8. That

the

Fur- tance forthcoming. Don’t lattha matter Rented In a different form by the filing of Ufonnt Uma
It la upon
drarr along until it U too late, hut up and/an Information in the nature of a guo,t H
/ uamnto, by the Attorney General of the

ther mention will be made of tho enter-

sts

And

'
I

aaid *

J»ckson County, Ml'h., I electionof Creveland a happy evontpand
persons^ implicatedclaim | arguing that to win the’ colored vote

$30,000. The

ADDITIONAL NEWS.

NATIONAL LAW-MAKERS.

been $26,000.
The funeral servicesover the remains of

is' better than to intimidate it,,..
iffotlittttl
New York special : Gen. Benjamin F.
At a Democratic Congressionalcaucus in
Brief
of the Proceed*
the late ex-Viod President Colfax took place Washington, Mr. Randall expressed the Bader began a suit in the United States
lags of CoBgress.
at South Bend, Ind. The Rev. N. D. opinion that by March 4 every appropria- Circuit Court to-day against Stephen B.
,
CITY. MICHIGAN.
Willjamsonpreached the sermon. The re- tion bill would have been passed, aud he Elkins, one of Blaine’s managers of the
"' 'LJ—1. L
—i.
Mr. Edmunds’ bill to place Gen. Grant
mains were placed in a vault. An immense urged that no money be voted at this ses- RepublicanNational Committee. The comsion for an increase of the navy.
throng of people followed the dead body to
on the retired list with the full rank and pay of
plaint charges that in February, 1884, a
its last resting plaoo.
Republicans of the Connecticut Legiscontract was signed whereby the defendant Generalpassed the Senate after a short debate
the 14th Inst. The vote stood — yeas 49,
A DETACHED ward of the Eastern Illi- lature nominatedOrville H. Platt for United agreed to convey by quit claim to on
nays 9. Mr. Edmunds spoke strongly and feelnois Hospital for the Insane At Kankakee, St ites Senator, and the Democratsnamed the plaintiff about 100,000.acres of ingly in favor of the bill Among tho Demo.Maxey.Voorhees,George,Gibson,and JoOliver Bros. &, Phillips crested a 111., was totally destroyed by fire. The William H. Barnum. .. .The Legislature of land in Mora County, New Mexico. Gen. crats
spoke in favor. The Senators who voted
Nevada has re-electedJohn P. Jones to the Butler was to pay Elkins 75 cents an acre. nas
nay
were:
Beck, Cockrell, Coke, Harris, Penprofound sensation in Pittsburgh business building was occupied by forty- five patients, United States Senate.
Gen. Butler asks the court to enjoin Elkins dleton, Snulabory,Slater, Vanoe, and Walker.
six
attendants,
and
one
night-watchman.
circles by announcing that they were comAn organized movement hostile to Sena- from selling the lands, and to decree (hut On motion of Mr, Hale the Senate took up the
pelled to suspend payment for the present. Seventeen patients are missing. Thirteen
ho shall perform his agreement ____ Richard naval appropriationbill and passed it, with the
tor Garland’s Cabinet prospects is reported
committee'samendments. A long debate folThe firm, says a Pittsburghdispatch, has bodies were taken from the rains, burned
Worthington,publisher at New York, made lowed concerningthe inter-statecommerce bill.
always rated as one of the most substantial beyond recognition.All of the patients to be on foot among Democratsin Washing- an nssigumeut, with liabilitiesof $300,000. Resolutionswere, adopted regretting tho death
Schuyler Colfax. The House passed a bill
in the State, and not the slightestinti- were infirm or incurable, and many were ton. It is charged that Senator Garland is
Senator Morgan, of Alabama, says of
appropriating tl, 600 to send specialmessengersto
mation that they were in the least rescued only by being dragged from a Federalistin disguise.
Iowa
“d Oregon to secure duplicate certificates
that he is opposed to farther acquisitionof
embormssed had over been made pub- the burning building and held. The folSt. John is out with another letter, in
of the electoralvote of those States, which are re-*
lowing
is
a
list of those that perished:
territory
by
the
United
States,
but
that,
lic. The Oliver Bros.’ plant is esti9?.. PY Jaw. The Chinese Indemnity fund
mated to be worth about $5,000,000,and Henry Brown, Rock Island; H. W. Belden. which he denies the imputations cast upon in his opinion, it is desirable to build up bUl, which also passed, authorizes the President
from 4,000 to 5,000 men find employment Galesburg; George Bennett, Morris; Joseph him by certainmembers of the Republican neighboring governments and to main- to return to the ChineseGovernment$583,400in
coin. A bill was introduced by Mr. Weller to
with the company. The history of the risa Colbert, Chicago; Orlando Ellis, Pontiac; party, and says that he at no lime consid- tain friendly relations with them.... refund the bonded debt of the United States at
of this firm is one of the most remarkable J. W. Galloway, Macoupin; Thomas Hickey, ered negotiationslookng to his withdrawal
percent, to reduce taxation on the circuThe Republican Senatorial caucus at Al- 2*0
lating bank-notecurrency, and to apply the
in the annals of the country. Seventeen Springfield;Matthew Hague, Chebanse; T. as a candidates.To this Editor Clarkson
bany
resulted
in
61
votes
for
Evarts,
28
national
revenues economicallyto the payment
years ago H. W. Oliver,Jr., John M. Phil- Hachner, Stevenson County; Thomas hastilyreplies that what St. John says is
1 3
for Morton, and 3 for Depew . .The Dem- of the public
Herely,
Chicago;
John
Johnson,
Vermillion,
more
of
a
confession
than
a
contradiction,
lips, and William J. Lewis entered into a
Mr. Miller introduced a bill in the Senate,
ocratic members of the Indiana LegislaMichael
Jordan,
Chicago;
J.
Nathan,
Chiand charges that he only deals with quibcopartnership for the manufactureof iron.
ture in canons renominated by acclama- on the 16th, to increase the pension of the widOliver’s business career up to Dec. 26, 1867, cago; A. Runyard, Winnebago County; C. bles and evades the main facts.
tion the Hon. Daniel Voorheos for United ow of General George H. Thomas to $1,000per
Strotz,
Chicago;
J.
W.
Tyler,
Chicago;
F.
had embraced the performanceof the duties
The Springer Committee which has been States
annum. Mr. Hale made a favorable report on a
'
of shipping clerk for Groff & Bennett, and Weymouth, Putman County. . .At Albion,
b'll for the relief of sufferersby the wreck of the
investigating the election irregularitiesat
While
two
children
of
Mr.
Sweet
were
Idaho,
Perry
Pleasants,
a
criminal,
was
Tallapoosa. In executive session Mr. Morgan
the filling of a clerkshipunder William Shaw
Cincinnati adjourned last week, subject to playing “doctor” at Kalamazoo; one gave spoke in support of the treaty with Nicaragua.
in the employ of the PennsylvaniaRailroad placed in charge of Charles Butterfield, a
President Arthur nominated to the Senate Judge
Company. Phillips was a bricklayer and Deputy Sheriff. Butterfield stood guild call, and repaired to Washington.
the other strychnia, the little fellow dying William A. Richardson of the Court of Claims
over
his
prisoner
with
a
double-barreled
Lewis a practicaliron-worker. They built
to be Chief Justice of the same court. Assistant
in a short time. The poison had been pnr- Secretaryof State Davis was nominated for the
a miniature mill in which Oliver kept the shotgun. The latter took advantage of
chased to kill rats ____ A broken rail caused vacancy made by Judge Richardson'spromotion.
opportunity
draw
rebooks, while Lewis and Phillips looked
Speaker Carlisle laid before tho House of Repafter the practicalpait of the work. The volver from his boot-leg and put
In its last weekly review of the state of a smashup of a Wabash train near St. resentatives a request by the- Commissioners of
bullet through the Sheriff. ButLouis. Two cars were thrown into a ditch the District of Colombia for $10,000to maintain
outfit consisted of two puddling and one
trade B radstr eet’ a Baja: “The general comand eleven persons were in jored— United order kt the dedication of the Washington monbeating furnace,and the product was terfield, though mortally wounded, blew
mercial situation throughoutthe country, States Express Messenger J. J. Mattocks ament and during the inaugural ceremonies.
wheeled away on barrows. From this Pleasants’head off with buckshot. . .David
The House refused to concur in the Senate
humble beginning
grown the E. Swann, who embezzled $51,000 from as reported by specialtelegrams from lead- fatally. A bill enfranchising women has amendmentsto the six-months'naval approthe
Northern
Pacific
office
at
St.
Paul,
engreat firm
Oliver Bros. &
ing trade centers, corroborates the vidw been introduced in the Indiana Legislature. priation bill. The McPhersonfunding bill, to
banks to secure 10 per cent, adPhillips, which
employs over tered a plea of guilty, and was sentenced to expressed last week, that while there is. a
A Turkish army of 6,000 men has been enable national
circulation, was killed for the session
4,000
About three years thirteen years and and six months at hard feelingabroad of greater confidence respect- ordered to Suakim. It is reported in Lon- ditional
by adjourningfor a caucus.
ago Mr. Lewis retired from the firm with a labor. . .In the Kent County (Mich.) Circuit
The Slater amendment to the lutorstate
ing the outlook for business there is little
fortune of several millions of dollars ____ Court, George Thurston was given a verdict apparent basis therefor, beyond the don that the BritishGovernment is prepared
commerce
bill, prohibiting a greater charge for
to resist any attempt on the part of Turkey
George Traviss was hanged at Wellsboro, for $8,000 against Ransom D. Luce, for advanced price
wheat, which
stort haul than for a long one, was taken up
to land troops in Egypt. There is great aand
Pa., for murdering a woman in 1883, being kicked down-stairsby Lnce ten
discussedin the Senate on the *th. Sencourse the
and cremating her corpse in an attempt years ago ____ A hurricane which swept over approximate cause of the gain in Indian activity at the Britishnaval stations, troops ators Ingalls and Allison objected to the amendto conceal the crime. .. .Barber Nich- Steubenville, Ohio, caused damage esti- com, oats, flour, and particularlyso for the are under orders to be in readiness to move ment on the gronnd that it would legalize the
of as much for a short haul
ols, 100 years of age, passed' away mated at $250,000. The First Presbyterian movement in hog product. As previously at a moment’s notice, and indicationsall charging
as for a long one. In reply to this it
at Lockport, N. Y., after an illness of Church is a complete wreck. .. .A bill to indicated, an improvementdue to the point to stirring events in Africa.
was argued that the railroads now make
only a few hours. . .John J. Cisco & Son, change the capital from Bismarck to
Gov. Kinkead, of Alaska, is in Wash- a practice of charging more for short disspring demand was not unlikely to take
tances than for long ones. Mr. Van Wyck
bankers at New York, suspended last week Pierre has been introduced in the Dakota
place in the staples, and mainly in food ington trying to secure the passage of a made a strong speech against monopolies. Mr.
and made an assignment without prefer- Legislature.
products and dry goods. . .There were 445 law by Congress which shall meet the Cameron presented a memorla1for improveences. The matter is considered to be more
ments in the MonongaheiaRiver. Mr. Beck
failures in the United States reported dura bill to adjust the claims of any
in the nature of liquidationthan a failure,
ing the week, against 448 in the pre- necessities ef the case In his Territory. introdneed
State for expenses incurred in the defense
and depositors,it is said, will be paid in
ceding week, and 321, 317, and 310 in At present the Executive has no authority of the United States. A resolution was
After on idle period of several months,
full. Reports that the firm was embarrassed
the corresponding weeks of 1884, 1883, and to speak of, nobody observes the law, anil adopted directing the erectionof a marble
caused a steady ran, which led to the as- work has been resumed by four large
tabfet in the room in which occurred
1882, respectively. About 84 per cent were liquor is sold openly despite prohibitory
the death of Vice President Henry Wilson.
signment to protectall creditorsalike.
tobacco factories at Lynchburg, Va., and those of small traders whose capital was legislation. The Governor does not think A conferenoe committeewas appointedon
William Gates, 18 years old, confessed others are preparingto start, giving em- less than $5,000. In the principal trades that Alaska should he given a Territorial the temporary naval appropriation bill A
was presented from 3,unu cl gar-maken
at Warren, N. Y., that Mrs. Druse killec
ploymentto 2,000 colored laborers ____ Geo. the failures were as follows: General stores, form of government He is in favor of a memorial
Council, which should bo empoweredto of Philadelphia, setting forth that the ratificaher husband Dec. 17 last, and burned the P. Curry, an insolvent banker of Augusta, 76; grocers,72; clothing and cloth, 25;
tion of the Spanish treaty would throw ont of
hardware and agriculturalimplements,24; regulateaffairs.
tmploymentmore citizensof the United State*
remains. The woman compelled Gates to Go., who accepted bonds for safe-keeping
eh&n
there are inhabitantsin Cuba and Porto
manufacturers,' 22; liquors,19; shoes,
The
Treasury Department at Washingand
converted
them
{o
his
own
use,
was
assist in the tragedy, and both are now in
18; dry goods, 18; jewelry, 18; drugs, ton has issued specialinstructions to Col- Rica The House of Representativespassed a
found
guilty
of
larceny
and
sentenced
to
custody.
bill to authorize the bridging of the Mississippi
15; books, stationery and printsfive years in the Penitentiary.
lectors of Customs aud its other agents in at Memphis. Mr. Cobb reported the disagreement
Strict enforcementof the excise law is
ing, 14; furniture,12; lumber and material,
of tho conferenceupon the Atlantic and Pacific
Advices from Baltimore report that of
11; tobacco and cigars, 11; bakers and con- the vicinity of the Gulf coast to be on the land-grant forfeiture bill. Mr. Ctfbb stated
insistedupon by the New York City authorthat the disagreementbetween the two Houses
the $200,000 requiredto establishthe pro- fectioners, 10; millinery, 9; produce and
alert to prevent any violation of internation- concerned the Morgan amendment placed npon
ities in regard to Sunday closing.Five
posed female college under the auspices of provisions, 8; hotels and restaurants, 1; al obligationsin fitting out filibusteringex- the bill by the Senate. Mr. Hiscock moved that
hundred liquor-dealersmet in Irving Hall
fancy goods, 6; grain and millers, 5; hats, peditiousagainstCuba. The revenue steam- the Hoase recede from its disagreementwith the
last Sunday, and adopted resolutions the Methodist Episcopal Church $135,000 5; harness,5: markets. 4; carpentersand
amendment The motion was lost and
ers Dix and Forward are now cruisingin Senate's
anotherConferenoeCommitteewas appointed.
pledging themselves to assist the police has already been collected. .. .Fire de- builders,4; banks and bankers, 3; coal and
to enforce the law. This action was stroyed over $120,000 worth of property at wood, 3; crockery, 3; men’s furnishing the Gulf on the lookout for suspicious ves- The Senate's amendmentsto the Oregon Central
sels.
United States steamer land-grantforfeiture bill were non-condeterminedupon on the ground that Fayetteville,N. C.
goods, 3. .
Galena
Orleans aud enrred In. A bill was reported granting a pencitizenswould find themselves comsion of $50 per month to the widow of ComCol. A. K. McClure, editor of the
Bib
hop
Alfred
Lee,
of Delaware, has the United States steamer Tennes- mander S. Dana Green. A petition in favor of
pelled to demand a modificationof the
Philadelphia Times, upon arriving at New
see is on her way to Key West. The Yanthe Mexican pension bill, signed by 1.800 perwritten a letter to Assistant Bishop Potter,
•tatute. .. .One thousand cases of measles
sons, was presented by Mr. Wood. The
tici Swatara, and Alliance are cruisingnear
Orleans
was
waited
upon
by
a
United
States
are reported in New Bedford. Mass., an
of New York, expressing grief and as- the West Indies ____ The ClearingHouse Indian appropriation bill, setting aside
T', 604, 180, was reported. The bill proaverage of one case to every ten persons. Marshal, who served on him notice t<* an- tonishment at the action of Bishop
exchanges last week— $776,590,269— were vides
fine
imprisonment
swer a suit for libel for $100,000 brought by
. .Cashiers Webb and Roath, of the ShePotter in admitting a Mr. Hunting- $2,113,063 greater than for the preceding whenever any person shall famish any Indian
tncket National and Merchants’ Banks, the Louisiana State Lottery Company. . ton to 1 the Order
the Holy week. When compared with the corre- with guns or ammunition, except civilized InNorwich, Conn., succeeded in embezzling Di
~ snatches from Texas report great loss to
of the Indian Territory.. The Presidentis
Cross. An aspirant to membership in sponding period a year ago, however, there dians
cat
empowered to disarm such Indians as in his
$18,000
the banks’ funds, which
tde and sheep by the late cold weather in
the order is required to take monastic vows. is a falling off equaling ‘27.9 per cent.
judgment
may seem best to preserve the peace
lost
Wall street specula- variousparts.
Bishop Lee was shocked at Bishop Potter’s
and prevent depredations. The bill further
tions. They will
prosecuted .....
providesfor punishment by fine and imprisonsympathy with “Romish abominations. "
Mo. Coke, of Texas, introduceda bill in ment of personsintroducingardent spirits into
Thirty-eight boys have escaped from the
Bishop Potter has replied that inasmuch as
the Indian country.
State Reform School at Trenton,N. J.,
the sisterhoodhad the sanction of the the Senate, Jan. 19, for the establishmentof a
Mw. Frye, of Maine, Introduced a bill in
daring the last four weeks, and discipline
quarantined
stock-trail
from
Red
River
to
the
Washington telegram: “Gen. Slocum church he did not see why there should not
is in a bad way... .O’Donovan Rossa is
the
Senate, Jan. 17, for the encouragement of the
Canadian boundary. The rest of the day was
be a brotherhood also.
uttering threatsagainst Earl Spencer, and said to-day that he should not under any
devoted to eulogies of Senator Anthony, deliver- merchant marine, and to promote postal
Nathaniel McKay, formerly one of the ed by Senators Aldrich. Edmunds, Bayard, and commercial relations with foreign
predicts that he will soon meet a similar circumstances report to the House the bill
countries. The Chair laid the intor-State
fate to that of Cavendishand Borke.... passed by the Senate to put Grant leading shipbuildersof the country, has re- Pendleton,Garland, Ingalls, and others.
Resolutions were passed on the subject. commeroe bill before the Senate, and after a
Alexander Dirgan, a New York dealer in on the retired list, but not mentioninghis cently visited Panama. He reports that Speaker Carlislelaid before tho House an long debate the Slater amendment, prohibitmoldings, has assigned. Liabilities, name. He declaredhe should report the the Panama Canal is progressingamaz- estimate of $40,000requirod for the incidental ex- ing higher rates for abort than for long hauls,
was defeated. An amendment proved by
$66,000.
other bill, which does mention Grant’s ingly, and that in five years it will be com- penses of the naval vessels anchoredoff the ex- Mr. Allison was agreed to, increasing the
position at New Orleans. Resolutions were inname, and let the President veto it if he pleted. Laborers are being imported in troduced asking the President for copies of all number of Commissioners from five to nine,
still thought his pretext for vetoing the large numbers from the West Indies, and correspondence in retard to the Oklahoma and providing that not more than live of
them shall belong to one political p rty. The
Fitz J ohn Porter bill was good. Gen. Kose- a quantity of machinery is being brought lands, and for a copy of the recent apueal oi
John Porter. Bills were presented to en- amendment provides that the Commissioners
Schuyler Colfax, on arriving at Man- crans, Chairman of the Senate Military from Scotland to assist in digging Fitz
force the collection of taxes on distilled spirits shall be selested one from each of tho nine Jukato, Minn., on the 13th inst , walked three- Committee,is utterly opposed to putting the canal after it has reached water in bonded warehouses,to amend the act to pro- dicial districts of the United States. In the
Grant on the retired list. He says he is level. The deepest cut is between 200 and mote telegraphic communication with Asia, and House of RepresentativesMr. Gibson rose to a
fourths of a mile to the Omaha depot in
personal explanationand denied that he hadunnot in favor of recognizing in any way the 300 feet The earth excavated has to be to establishuniform pensions for pilots on favorablv criticised ex-Speaker Randall at the
Union gunboats during the late war. It being
an atmosphere30 degrees below zero, and late firm of Grant & Ward. ”
carried miles away. It will probably cost understood that the Military Committeewas re em Wheeling conference. A resolution was
within five minutes thereafterexpired from
It does not seem Itkely that the Spanish $200,000,000to complete the canal. Mr. abont to bring forward the Grant bill, the op- adopted asking the AttorneyGeneral concernthe applicationof the Eight-Hourlaw to
heart disease. He was bom in New
McKay thinks that the De Lesseps people ponents of the measure forced an adjournment. ing
letter-carriers.
York City in 1823. He served seven treaty will ever be reported from the Senate will have to take charge of the cities along
terms in Congress, was three times Committee on Foreign Relations. The con- the line ____ Accordingto the annual report
The Dude and His Pop.
THE MARKETS.
elected Speaker of the House, and siderationof the Nicaragua treaty will prob- of the Department of Agriculture at WashOne
day
there appeared
the
became Vice President in 1869. Since ably be postponeduntil next Congress. . ington, the com production of the country
NEW YORK.
retiring to private life he has spent much The River and Harbor Committee has
BEEVEH. ..........................
15.00 (B 7.00
streets of a Texas town a dude of the
last year was 1,795,000,000 bushels. Of
time in the lecture-field. ...Gov. William decided to insert in the appropriation wheat there was 513,000,000 bushels, and Hoas ............................ 4.25 ® 5.00
dudiest type, and, of course he was the
Flour— Extra. ................... 4.00 0 0.00
Hale, of Wyoming, died at Cheyenne,and bill $300,000 to commence work on the
observed of all observers.He was quiet
Wheat— Na 2 Spring ............. 94 0 .90
of oats 583,000.000 bushels. These are the
W. W. O’Brien, a distinguished criminal Hennepin Canal. . .No notice is to be ta- largest aggregates ever recorded.
No. 2 Red ............... 93 0 .95 q
in everything but his dress, and until
Corn-No. 2 ....................... 51 ® .53*j|
lawyer, passed away at Chicago.
ken of Gen. Hazen’s charges against Gen.
abont 4 o’clock in the afternoon he
According to the annual report of the Oath— White ...................... 38 0 .40
Arrangements have been made by the McKeever concerningthe alleged derogaPork— New Mess ................13.00 013.50
got hlong very well, and at that hour
Secretary of the American Colonization SoCHICAGO.
SouthwesternRailway Assodfetion by which tory remarks made by the latter about the
he went out for a walk, and as he passBeeves— Choice to Prime Steers. 5.50 0 7.00
ciety eighty- one persons were sent to Limanagement of the Greely expedition.
live-stock trhins between Kansas City and
Good Shipping ........ 5.60 0 c.00
ed a saloon on the opposite side of the
Although for lack of time the bill pro- beria from the United States the past year,
Common to Fair.......4.50 0 5.00
street he was saluted by a chorus of
Chicago will be ran in from forty-one to
4.25 0 6.00
and the total number sent from the United Hoos ...........
viding
regulations
to
protect
the
public
forty-two hours, instead of sixty hours as
yells from a lot of cowboys in front.
Flour
-Fancy
Red
Winter
Ex...
4.25
0
4.75
States in the sixty-four years in which the
heretofore. This change has been health is not likely to pass the present ConPrime to Choice Spring.. 3.75 0 4.25
“Put a thimble over it," “Tie a blue
colony has been established is 15,776.
.
Wheat— No. 2 Red ................ 81 0 .8:1
response to
request gress, an appropriation will probably be
ribbon to it,” “Do it up in pink cotAll the oatmeal mills in the United States
' No. 2 Spring ............80 0 .81
live-stock shippers, who recommended to prevent the spread of a
ton,” “Grease it and slip it into a knot
except four on the Pacific Coast have signed Corn— Na 2 ....................... 37 0 .38
claimed that they suffered great loss on ac- possible cholera epidemic in this country.
OAT8-N0.2 ....................... 28 0 .30
an agreement consentingto enter a pool to
hole,” “Give it to a tailor," and such
Rte-No.
2.
.......................
CO
0
.01
count of slow trains.... Joseph A. Dibble.
raise the price of the article.
Secretary
McCulloch
ow
-. that he
exclamations rang ont, and the dude
Barley-No.
2 .................... co 0
.03
« former near Osceola, Mich., was married
Butter— Choice Creamery. ....... 28 0 .30
walked very slowly and took it all in.
• nine weeks after the death of his first wife. had a very stormy interview with exFine Dairy ...... ...... is 0 .25
Finally Bolus Hankus, the terror,
At night he was visited by a charivari party, Speaker Randall on the subject of the
Cheese— Fall Cream. .............12 0 .13
Skimmed Flat ..........08 0 .09)4 shouted :
upon whom he fired from an upper win- whisky regulations. Mr. Randall quesThirty camels dropped dead on the Eoas— Fresh ...................... 22 0 .24
dow, killing one man and wounding three tioned the anthority of the Secretary to
“Hold on, boys; git still a minit an*
Potatoes— New, per bu ......... 40
.42
march of Gen. Stewart’s army across the PORK-Mess
others.
watch the fur fly. Stick your peeper*
..........
11.75 01X25
promulgate such regulations, and made
00)40 .07
The Karl family, at Creston, Iowa, some remarks about assumption of power desert from Gakdul to Howeryatt.The Lard ..............................
on to that tubular biler hat and see me
TOLEDO.
shoot a hole clear through it.”
twelve persons in all, have shut themselves aud impeachment....A dispatch from troops sufferedseverely. Most of the Wheat-No. 2 Red. ............... 79 0 .81
2 ....................... 41 0
.42
Bolus pulled his gun, and the other
up in their house, hourly expecting the end Washington announces the death of Rear- water-skins leaked, and the men, overcome Corn-No.
29 0 .81
Admiral Powell.
by thirst, drank up their rations prema- OAT8-N0. 2 .....
boys
stood back to enjoy the sport,
MILWAUKEE.
of the world. They spend the time in porTo the statement that the proposed im- turely. All hardships were borne bravely. Wheat— No 2 ..................... 78 0 .79
while the dude walked slower than ever.
ing over their Bibles; and fears are exthe men singing cheerilyon their march ____
Corn-No. X ...................... 38 0 .40
Pop went the gun and the hat flew,
pressed that one of their number, msition by the German Governmentof a Miss Fortescue has settled upon her mother Oats— No. 2 ...... ................ 29 0 .31
but the dude, quicker than a flash,
young girl,
is
“un- discriminatingtariff upon American cereals £6,000 of the £10,000 which she received Barley— Na 2 .................... 58 0 .54
Pork-Mcss......................11.75 01X25
believer,’’ will be offered as a sacrifice..... would be a violation of the treaty with
whirled around, and a long, pearl-hanin damages from Lord Garmoyle. . .Three
The unfortunateEmma Bond, of Taylor- Prussia of 1828 answer is made that the reasons were given in the Corigo Conference Lard .............................0.50 0 7.00
dled revolver shone in the sunlight for
ST. LOUIS.
Yille, 111., suffers from paralysis of the German Empire is not the Prussia of 1828.
an instant and then cracked. Bolus’
for the participationof America in its de- Wheat-No. 2 Bed... .............87 0 .88
Corn— Mixed ..................... 3fl
.37
tongne, and is in a condition akin to death. This would seem to imply that the
hat jumped six feet off his head, and
liberations— first, that America was the first Oats— Mixed....
............... 28 0 .30
. .Thomas Farrell, aged 111, died at St
treaty of 1828 with Prussia is no power to officially recognizethe African Rra. .............. ................ 51 0 .53
before any of the boys could think,
Panl
longer in force between the United International Association; second, that the Pobx— Mess ......................12.00 012.50 five more hats jumped off, after five
CINCINNATL
State population of this country iucludes 8.000,000
A 300-pound Hog, owned by Farmer Stated
little puffs of blue smoke rose from the
Wheat— Na 2 Red ................ 84 0 .80
Department
at
Washington
takes
the
ground
negroes
whose
parent
country
is
Africa
;
aud
Buchanan, at.Roscoe, HI., was accidentally
Corn ...............................41 0 .43
other side, and then the crowd, with a
that the treaty is still operative ____ Great third, that Americans mainly explored the Oats— Mixed. ..................... 31 0 .83
buried under a straw-rick last October. The
yell, broke around the corner as if a
preparationsare being made in Washington country ..... Henry George addressed an Pork— Mess ......................1X00 01150
cyclone had been after them.
animal was unearthedalive, and found to for the inauguration. Thousands of mat- audience
Lard
.............
.....
00)40
.07
10,000 workmen in
DETROIT.
weigh but twenty-fivepounds, but has in- tresses are offered to rent, and prices for front of the Royal Exchange, LonThe dude smiled and scratched his
5.25 0 5.75
creased its avoirdupois materiallysince ite windows range from $10 to $50. Very con- don. An extra force of policemen were on Wheat— No. 1 White ............;88 0 .90
chin, reflectively :
diicovery
The special Grand Jury for siderablecontribationsare said to have been guard to prevent distnrbances... .A well- Corn -Mixed ..................... 41 0 .43
“Well,” he said to himself, “clothes
Oats— No. 2 White ................ 31 0 .33
Cook County. Illinois, has found true bills made to cover the expenses. „
known broker and money lender of Vienna, Pork— Family . „ . ............ 1100 01150 does make some diff in a man’s looks;
against Mackin, Biehl, and nearly all
named Gaschsky, has absconded, after
INDIANAPOLIS.
an’ I’m a thinkin’ if |he boys hed knowthe others charged with complicityin
swindling a number of people to the amount Wheat— Na 2 Red, New ..........82 0 .84
ed I wuz Jim Beardsley they’d a let me
ith Ward electhm frauds....
of $250,000. , . The pocket Admiral Moor- CoBN-MIxed................... .87 0 .38
Oats— Mixed ....................
33 0 .30
had my little sport, and not get their
Heprv (colored) was hanged
GeoBgp T. Downing, of Rhode Island, som, from Dublin for Holyhead, was sunk
EAST LIBERTY.
hats spiled. Well, well, sich is life. I
ille, III, for murdering two
in a collision with thfc Santa Clara from CATTLE-Bost ....................0.50 0 7.00
a leading spirit among the negroes, has ad„ in 1883 ..... Wright Leroy was Plguess I’d better go over and let fern irFair
....................
6.50
0
6.00
New York. . .Edmond About, the French
at San Francisco for choking Nicho- dressed to several prominentDemocrats of
Common ............... 4.6O 0 5.00
rigate theirselves on my bank account."
author, is dead . .Gen. Ignatieff has been HOOS .............................4.50 0 5.00
t to death.
.The Crouch mur- New York, an open letter declaringthe
appointed Governor of Eastern Siberia.
Sheep ........ ../ ............ :.... 4.15 04.75 •} —Cincinnati Merchant Traveler.
that their expenses have
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THE STATE CAPITAL.

Quartermaster Genentf-GeorgeA. Hart, off
Manistee.
The two houses in joint convention the
Soldtor*' Boantlen to B« Equalised— Fortage Lake Canal— Tax Laws to Be Oxer- same day confirmed the nomination of
Charles E. Belknap, of Kent, as a member
hiuilud— Bedlstrletinsof the State— Lucky
of the Board of Trustees of the Institute
Applicants for Offldal Honon— Miscellafor the Deaf and Dumb.
neous References.
The Governor also appointed (no con[From Our Own Correspondent]
firmation needed) the following:
Lanhino, Jan. 17.
state Oil Inspector—Stalham W. La Du, of
As stated in my last, the adjournmentto Montcalm.
State Swamp Land Commissioner— John W.
give the presiding officer time to moke up Brakeman, of Muskegon.
The Governor has also appointed the folthe lists of committees carried the two
lowing members of his personal military
houses over until Wednesday morning, and, staff:
%

while both houses have since worked very
industriously,the week has been so short
that the total amount of business done does
not make a very long chapter.
The first thing in order before any work
of importance could be done was the announcement of the

Aids-de-camp, with rank of Colonel—Aaron
T. Bliss, East Saginaw: D. B. Ainger, Charlotte; James M. Fox, Calumet; James A. Kel-

A MAD-HOUSE FIRE.
One

of the

Detaohed Cottages at the

Hubbill's concurrent resolutioninstructConjrma to aid the pas-

Inf RepreaeotatlvsB
in

sage of the bill for the purchaseby the Genera)

Kankakee (HI) Asylum Burns

Governmentof

perior Ship Canal passed the Senate

to the Ground.

Seventeen of the Unfortunate
to Death.
(111.)special]

A detached ward in the Eastern Hlinois

logg, Niles.
Hospital for the Insane
Judge Advocate, with rank of Major— Adelbert
T. Parsons, Howell.
fire at 3 o'clock this

on

Suthe

factories

am

all

running

again.

—The

public library at Montague will be

reopened with 250 newly bought books as a

10th, after mnchtlificaBBlon.
Amon: the meas- "starter. "
ures presentedin the State Senate was one to
amend the constitution so as . to prohibit tho
—Constantine rejoices in the possession
Honor traffic.A bill was also presentedto re-establish capital punishment lor murder and rape. of the largest single span iron bridge in
Gov. Alger’s appointments were confirmed by
the Senate, as follows;Commissioner of Rallroadn, William McPherson, Jr, of Livingston
—Gaylord has grown since 1876 from a
County; Commtssloiierof Insuranoe,Henry 8.
Raymond, of Bay: Commissionerof Mineral hamlet of font families to a town of 1,100
Statistics,Charles E. Wright, of Marquette;Adjutant General, Gen. John Robertson, of Wayne; inhabitants.
Members of State Military Board, Col. Henry
boy choir of fifty vbices will be a
M. Duffleldof Wayne, and Charles Y. Os-

Michigan.

Patients Literally Roasted

[Kankakee

tho Portage Lake and Lake

—Coldwater cigar

—A

was discovered on
morning by night born

of "larquette;
Marquette;Members
Mi
of the Board of feature of the servicesin the
Agriculture,
e, Franklin Wells of St Joseph,

Saginaw City
watchman Cabbro. The cold was intense, and Cyras G. Luce of
Catholic
Chnroh.
ot Branch; Warden
SUNDAY NOTES.
the mercury marking 12 degrees below. of thei State “Prison at Jackson.Hiram F. Hatch,
—The project for changingthe old village
of Jackson; Warden ot State House of CorrecSTANDING COMMITTEES,
A question frequently asked by visitors
The hour being late and no alarm being at tion at Ionia, E. C. Watkins, of Kent; mem- cemetery at Sault Ste. Marie into a marketwhich was done by Speaker Clark at the is if Senator Mnnwaring and Representaber of State Board of Charities and Correction,
opening of the session on Wednesday, and tive Manwaring are relatives. If they care hand the situation was appalling at the Bishop Gillespie,of Grand Rapids; Board of place is still under discussion.
by President Buttars early in the afternoon to investigate they will find that they are start. The watchman stood almost par- Control of State Public School at Coldwater,
Caleb C. Randall, of branch : Inspectors of State
—Mackinac County Agricultural Associof the same day.
brothers and bail from Lapeer, and that alyzed with fright as the probable outcome Prison, William Chamberlain,of Berrien, and
EQUALIZING OF BOUNTIES.
while the Senator belongs to the opposition of madmen fighting fire and cold together D. 8. Smith, ot Jackson; Board of Manngon of ation entreats the Secretary of War to alHonse of Correctionat Ionia, Abraham H. Pip- low lease of lands in the Mackinac NationThe subject of an equalization of the partv, the Representative is a Republican, flashedupon him.
bounties paid, or to be paid, to th ose who "A house divided
The building is a two-storystone and per, of Wayne, and Hampton Rich, of Ionia; al Park for use as a race-course.
"id
against itself," etc.
Trusteeof Flint Deaf and Dumb Asylum,
served in the army and navy from this
Rather a strange coincidenceis found brick, with no wood about it except the Charles E. Belknap, of Grand Rapida
—According to the DetroitEvening JourState, during the war of the rebellion, has in the fact that Senator Woodruff is Chair- floor and stairways. It was com- Ex-Gov. Begole returned to the Honse tho realways, for the past 20 years, been a matter man of the Committee on Military Affairs, pleted last August at a cost of $25,- port of the specialcommittee appointed to In
nal, there is a man in this State who is so
the advisability of the purchase by
of much thought, and several attempts at while Representative
Woodruff is Chair- 000. It was used as an infirmary, veetigate
Ichlgan Cen- fat that, when he wishes to pull a door-bell,
the State of the Lake Shore and Mlc
legislation that should satisfactorily equal- man of the same committee in the House. with forty-five insane inmates, twenty-three tral Railroads. By the special charter under
ize the matter So that no injusticeshould These gentlemenare not relatives and did on the first floor and twenty-two onttbe which these roads operate tho State may pur- he is compelledto back up to the door.
be done one man at the expense of another not even know each other before they met second. Attendants Brown, Rose and Sfe chase them. The scheme is to bny the roads
—An aged Michigan man and wife had
and then sell them, reorganized under tho
have been made. Thus far more peti- here last week.
were sleeping on the second floor, athmd- general railroad law. The majority report of
their first exchange of blows at a family
tions asking for legislation on this
The two great
great political partiesare so ants Reid, Williams, and Fireman Labarger the oommitteo favors bnying and selling;
subject have been received than for evenly divided— the Senate standing 18 on the first. The building was heated by the minority. State Railroad Commissioner celebration of the fiftieth anniversary of
Innls, insists that the roads can be operatedunany other, and as a bill has already been Republicans
toli
their marriage,and they have since lived
to 14 opposition,and the House hot-air furnaces. The watchman discovder tbe general law without this proceeding.
introduced for the purpose, justice, though 52 Republicans to 48 opposition— that at ered the smoke issuing from the floor im- The contest by John Greusel against James separately.
twenty years in coming, is very likely to be times an intense partisan feeling crops out mediately above the furnace. He aroused Hueston, tke sitting member, was token np and
—Traverse City is going to lose one of
most of the day was
done to brave men who took their lives in in the debates. Indeed, more of that spirit the attendants. The smoke was drawn referred.In the House moa
spent in confirming tbe Governor's appointtheir hands and went out to fight for the has already manifested itself in the ten through the hot-airflue and along the halls
ite most popular preachers, the Rev. W. R.
ments, some of which were confirmed by the
life of the nation. It is predicted that the days of the present session than has here- and stairways to all parts of the building. Senate in executive session and some by the two
Seaver, of the Congregational Church, unbill, if passed, will make a drain on the tofore appeared in a whole session. It will
The fire spread so rapidly that all efforts to booses in joint convention
less he can be induced to withdrawhis resState Treasury of perhaps $1,000,000 or likely grow strongeras the session advances. save the building,in tho absence of a fire
Bills were introduced in the Senate, on
more.
At each of the past three or four sessions alarm to summon help and for want of fa- the 16th, as follows:For the protection of labor ignation before April 1.
LAKE SUPERIOR SHIP CANAL.
the subiect of a restoration of the death cilitiesto guard the flames, were vain.
debts against exemption;to establish a Board of
—Miss Emma A Hall, formerly superinSenator Hubbell, who was for ten years penalty has been more or less agitated, and
Attendant W. A. Reid began dragging Pardons; to amend the act grantingand defln.
tendent
of the Girls' Industrial Sohool at
an able and influential Congressman from in 1881 Representative Wycoff, of Oakland and carrying out tho patients. Many were ing the powers and duties of incorporatedcities
the Upper Peninsula, and knows as well as pushed a bill of that kind so sharply that clad in thfir night clothes only. As soon
Adrian, died at Albuquerque,New Mexico,
and villages; and for tho relief of pnronasers
any man in Michigan the facts regarding it came very near passing the House. Rep- as they were taken from the building they And settlers on swamp lands. Senator Pulver where she had been serving as matron of
the needs of commerce and trade as car- resentative Ford, of Grand Rapids, in- rushed back from the bitter cold into the Introduceda resolutiondirecting tbe Military
an Indian mission school
ried on through the waters of the great tends to try again this session, anid has at- building. Reid, at the risk of his own life, Committeeto investigate the Quartermaster's
Department, and report if any bounlakes, has introducedthe following pre- ready introduced his bill, and proposes to struggled on until twenty-one of his ties have been paid on fraudulent
—Alpena, with less than 10,000 inhabitamble and concurrent resolution,that was fight itout on that line if it takes all the twenty-threepatients were rescued, when certificates and assignments. Adopted. ants, has thirteenreligions denominations.
mal appointments were
first referred to a special committee,re
session. His bill provides for hanging in he became exhausted and was carried to The following addltlonar
made by Gov. Alger: Aids, with rank of Colo- There are eleven church edifices, the Gerported favorably by such committe, and cases of murder and rape, and the fact that bed.
nel A. T. Bliss,of Saginaw; D. B. Ainger, of
was finally
‘
adoptedlb:
by a vote of yeas 19, there have been over 100 murders in this
On the second floor attendauts Bose and Charlotte; J. N.(Cox, Calumet; and J. A. Kellogg, man Baptists and the Hebrews being as yet
nays 13, Senator Hueston being the only State during the past year will go a long wife heard the alarm and escaped down the of Niles. Jndge Advocate,with rank of Major, unsnpplied with church buildings.
Democrat to show his good judgment ways toward securing votes for the bill.
stairwayjust before it fell. Attendant A. F. Parsons,ot Howell; Military Secretory, with rank
Major, Gil
—The Common Council of East Saginaw
and vote with the Republicans:
President Buttars' arrangement of the Brown, sleeping on the same floor, was R. Osmonn, of Detroit. In the House
Whereas, The Senate of the United States Senate committees gives mnoh better satis- aroused by the smoke. He attempted to bills were introdnoedto place a tax on dogs to has passed an ordinance requiring railroad
did pass a resolution of the date of April 22, A.
save a patient in an adjoining room, but create a fnnd for payment for sheep killed in companies owning and operating lines runD. 1884, instructing the honorableSecretary of faction than Speaker Clark’s in the House.
imwv* relative
ivsssvAvu to
w ym/SAAvaav
asaivA
certainoases:
payment v*
of avuo
fees and
War 2to cause an inquiry to be made as to the Many members of the latter mentioned failed, and, sliding down a sheet from his expenses of Sheriffs in conveying convicts to ning into that city to place safety-gatesat
cost of constrnotion of the Lake Superior Ship body kick vigorously at what they term the window, jumped to the ground.
prison;
. c
on marriages;authorizingthe burial certainpoints where streets are crowed by
Canal and the Portage Lake Improvement Com
Superintendent R. S. Dewey reached the of ex-soldiers, sailors, and marines who die in
Speaker's “favoritism!”
QuartermasterGeneral Shakespeare,of scene and with a ladder climbed to the indigent drcumetonces; to provide for the in- railroad tracks.
corporationof insurancecompanies; to im
' isure
Kalamazoo, who was a brave soldier and second-storywindows, smashed them in against cyclones and tornadoes ; and to au—AtWood's lumber camps near Cadillac,
commerceof the great lakes;
was shot nearly to death and crippled for and rescued some of the patientsthereby. thorlze the killing of English sparrows. Mr.
And whereas, The honorable Secretary of life by rebel ballets, is a Democrat; so in Almost all the patients refused to co-ope- HubbelTs resolution relative to the transfer of EngineerBriggs and his wife and baby went
War did designateCol. O. M. Poe, of the United
tho Portage Lan Ship Canal was referredto for a pleasure ride over the logging-road.
States army, to make such examinationand re- the change of administration from Fusion rate in the efforts made to save them, and
the Committee on Federal Relations.A lively
port, in conformityto said resolution:
to Republican, Gov. Alger saw fit to cut off were only rescued by being dragged from time was crested by Representative Began, The engine was derailed and npset, and
And whereas, The honorable Secretary of his head along with the rest of the officials the flames and held from returning.
who read an attack on himself and hts col- Briggs was badly braised and his wife
War did report; on or about Jan. 5, A D. 1885,
A marvelous escape was that of an in- league.Mr. McClelland,published by Reprethat Col. Poe had made such an examination, whose destiny he holds in his hands. Gen.
sents tive Hampton over his own signature in severelyscalded,and the baby killed.
and on whose report did tecommendthat Con- Shakespeare is well liked by everybody, has mate who fell with the second floor and
his paper, the Harbor Springs Independent. It
gress take steps to purchase the same, and made an exceptionally good officer, and struck the burning debris above the furcalled the gentlemen toads and hired men, and
-Last week Daniel Williams, an Indian
make them free water-ways to the commerceof
strong
pressure
was
brought
to bear upon nace and bouaded through a window to the s&ld that the Republican caucus took a recess
the lakes;
of Indian Town, broke through the ice in
for
the
purpose
of
soaping
them,
etc.
The
matAND whereas. The tolls collected by these the Governor to spare this one officer at ground uninjured. The remains of the ter was referred to a special committee for Incrossing the Shiawasse River. He mancanals are a serious burden to a numerous peo- least. As Gov. Begolo reappointedAdju- bodies of twelve patients have been taken
vestigation.
pie and very large Industry embraced Inside the tant General Robertson (who had held the from the ruins burned to fragments. They
The Senate and Houso,had but brief ses- aged to reach shore, bat was so thoroughly
limits of the territory supplied by these canals:
And whereas,These water-ways should be position over twenty years), two years ago, were only identified by the locationof their sions on the 17th. In tbe Senate Mr. Moon of- exhausted that he was unable to proceed
‘made free channels to the west traffic that is and State LibrarianMrs. Tenny (who has bodies. The dead thus far identified, with
now springingup with Minnesota,Iowa, and the admirably tilled the position for a dozen ages and residences,are: From Chicago, fered a resolution setting forth that thonsands further, and lay down and froze to death.
country along the Northern Pacific Railroad, years or more), though they were both a
lomas Heroley, 27 years old, brother
of of men are unemployed and calling upon Con—A young man living near Highland,
that passes through Lake Superior,finding an
gress to erect nubile buildings in all dues of
part of the previous Republicanadminis- State Senator Hereley; James Colbert, 32
outlet to the East and sea-board;
Osceola County, on returning home at
Michigan
having
10,000 or more Inhabitants, and
And whereas, The dangers of the navigation tration, considerable comment is now made years old; M. Jordon, 30 years old; Thomas
ot Lake Superior may be greatly lessened by the that Gov. Alger did not see fit to recipro- Hickey, 35 years old, from Springfield ; F. not already provided. This was referred to the dnsk, discovered what looked like four
Committee on Federal Relations.In’commlttee
Improvementof this water-way, and make a cate and reappoint Mr. Shakespeare.
bears. He is a young man of nerve, and
Weymouth, 32, Peru; Henry Brown, 40,
Military Secretary,with rank of MajorGilbert R Osmuu, of Detroit

‘

........

made

" ‘

of

’

.

The - -

-

carer
safe shelter at a point where the dangers of this
Galloway,42, SayAs it costs the State over $5,000 per year Rock Island; 8.
lake are the greatest, and most serious disasters
have occurred;therefore
for gas to light the Gapitol building alone, a brook; George Bennett, 24, Morris; J.
Be it resolved. By tho Senate of the State of bill is to be introduced for lighting the build- J. Johnson, 35. Danville; Matthew Haigh,
Michigan (the House concurring therein) that
our Senators and RepresentativesIn Congress ing with the electric light After the plant 41, Chebanse; Theodore Hoehner, 63, Freeand they are hereby, requested to use their is once in the expense would bo trifling, as port.
best endeavors to secure such legislation by steam is always up and ready to propel the
The following are missing inmates of the
Congress as will result in the United States dynamos.
burned building, all of whom, no donbt,
acquiring the title to and the ownership of the
The foolishproposition is being made of perished: Alfred Rnnyard,- aged 50, Winship canals connectingthe waters of Keweenaw
BaL by way of PortageLake, with the waters attempting to pass a bill offering a reward nebago; C. M. Tyler, 45, Sheldon; C. Shotz,
ot Lake Superior, In the Upper Peninsula of on tho part of the State for the discovery 65, Chicago; John Nathan, 42, Chicago;
Michigan,in accordancewith the report of the
and appr
rehension of the Crouch murder- Orlando Ellis, 42, Pontiao.

W.

honorable Secretaryof War presented to the
United States Senate about Jan. 5, A. D. 1885, In era.

“

the whole the Senate consideredMr. Hawley's
resolution asking Congress to pass tho Foran
bill. Mr. Hawley speko at length of degraded

when he got through shooting ascertained

and

that he

of

squalid gangs brought to this country to compete with honest labor, and said tbe
contract system was as ruinous in effect as was
the Chinese system, and should be suppressed
as that was. At the conclusion of Mr. Hawley's
remarks It was decidedXo consider the resolution on anotherday. Bills were Introduced in
the Senate: To provide fora pomologloal exhibit at the American Horticultural and Pomologloal Exhibition at Grand Rapids; to make an
appropriationfor repairsand additionsto the

on

State Prison: to consolidate the state-prisons act.

. .
bills ..
relative
Supervisors of Jackson County
At the Coroner’sinquest this morning Favorable reports were made
the enforcement of liens, to seenre labor
reply to ita resolution of April 22, A D. 1884, and will offer a reward of $10,000, and possibly Superintendent
‘ ' Dewey testifiedthat he ha>ul to
debts against exemptions and relative to the
making them free tor the navigationand com- $25,000, and want the State to do as
is mnoh asked the Legislature two years ago fox formation of companies for the promotion
merce of the great lakes.
$2,500 to protectthese detached wards from of art. Notice was given of a bill to
The resolution cannot fail to pass the more.
Levi Willard, who is making such a des- fire; that $1,000 was allowed, all of which revise • and consolidate the laws relating
THE TAX LAWS,
to tbe opening of highways and primade at snob an expense by the Tax Com- perate effort to convince the members of the was used in mains and hydrants;that the vate roads and the building of bridges.
Honse
that he should have the comfortable amount was insufficient to answer the pur- In the Honse notice was given of the intromission and adopted by the Legislature
ongrci
seat now held by Speaker Clark, sets np pose suggested. He had recommended
only two or three years ago, have already
to aid In the constructionof a Soldiers’ Home
Horn
proven defectivein many respects, and, in among other reasons that Clark’s election that the floors above the hot-air furnace be to be locatedIn this State. Bills were Introwas
fraudulent,
tho
foolish
one
that
changed.
It
was
shown
in
the
evidence
fact, at least two of the four Judges of our
duced to equalize bountiesto volnnteersIn the
Supreme Court have decided that the law is over 100 tickets were voted that were that they were but four inches from the late war; to amend an act relative to establishoutside and ten inches from the inside of ing a lieu for labor and service upon logs, timunconstitutional, so both houses have fac similes of the regular Fusion ticket,
excepting that Clark’sname was printed in the furnace to the pine joists. The Super- ber, etc.: to prohibit the shooting of quail for
adopted a resolutionfor the appointment of
a period of five years; relative to tbe asthree Senators and five Representatives
to place of his own. Any man who knew intendentgave two reasons for the great
consider all bills and questions on the sub- anything of politics would hardly make number of deaths— first, that the patients
such a plea, as, if true, such ticket would were most all suffocatedby smoke before
ject of taxes, assessments and the like, prefreight on Intermediate and non-oompetlng
oratory to a general overhaulingof the be no more nor less than the usual ticket they could be reached, and second, the ina- pointe. RepresentativesDodge, Wood, Davis.
with a slip (thousands of which are used at bility or unwillingnessof insane patients Beecher,and Brant were named as a special
committee to ascertain what reduction in ex
every election) pasted over it
to try and help themselves.
REDISTRICTING THE STATE.
President Buttars is rapidly picking np
Night Watchman Cobbs testified before pentfttures can be made without detriment to
State business. Tbe committee’s scope of InThe constitutionprovides that after each
the little details of parliamentary laws and the Coroner’s jury that he registered a
quiry is wide, and It has power to send for percensus of the State, either State or national,
customs, and is bound to make the Senate port of his calls every half hour. The reg- sons and papers.
a new apportionmentof the Senatorialand
a good presiding officer. He is also popu- ister showed that he visited tin
the furnace
Representative districtsof the State shall
lar and jolly— a good fellow generally. *
room at3:40 o’clockand found it all right
be provided for and made by the next LegA Kind-Hearted Porter.
Good judges predict a larger grist of then. At 4:10 o’clock he discoveredthe
islature. In accordance with that law. a
biUs this session than ever before,and a fire. He said that the floor immediately
A
Galveston
drummer, who was putresolutionhas been adopted by the House
longer session— if possible— than that of over the furnaces had frequently been no- ting up at an Austin hotel, desired to
providing for the oppointmentof a special
committee of five Representativesand three two years ago. A well-known railroad man ticed by attendants sleeping there to be un- go away by an early train, which was to
was heard to say that he had reason to be- comfortably hot; that the furnace was roofSenators to report a plan for the redistrictleave at 5 o’clock. In order to make
lieve that there would be over 100 bills on ed by sheet-iron, then by two layers of
ing to follow the State census of 1884.
things
sure he subsidized the colored
the subject of railroads alone.
briok laid in mortar, with a space of but six
Thus far the Senate has refused to concur
porter,
who was a new hand at the
Edwin S. Hoskins, so long the well- inches between them and pine.
in the resolution,and proposesto have an
known
Secretary of the Senate, will spend
Attendant
R.
0. Williams testifiedthat business, with half a dollar. When
equal number (five) on the joint committee
the session here, he having been appointed five minutes after the fire was discovered it the drummer woke next morning it
with the House, on the theory that one
Clerk of the Senate Committee on Rail- was blazing through the floor; that on being was half-past6. Of course, there was
body has an equal interestwiththe other in
roads, and will at the same time do con- roused he ran outside and saw that the fire a stormy interview with the porter.
the redistricting. If the House yields the
siderable work in his own line, as a news- was only visible about and around the fur“Why didn’t yon wake me up before
point, all right; if not a deadlock may be
paper editor and legislative correspondent. nace.
5 o’clock?” thundered the drummer t
•expected.
In a lengthy message, ex- Gov. Begole
Attendant J. 0. McFarfand,outside night
GRIST OF STATE OFFICERS.
Boss, I did come to yer door, bu,
has given the Legislaturethe reason (as he watchman, testified that he heard the cry
On Wednesday the Governornominated
when
I heard you sleepin’ so sound
is requiredby law to do) why he pardoned of “Fire!” and roused the attendants of
and the Senate confirmed 350 Notaries Pubsnorin’
away, and remembered‘ yer kindeach of the seventy-fivepersons who re- wards 5 and 6, and carried two ladders
lic, and on Thursday he nominatedthe folceived the benefit of his “pordon-milT to the horning building from the carpenter ness wid de half dollar, 1 didn’t hab de
lowing, all of whom were promptly conheart ter wake jer."— Texas Siftings.
during his two years' term.
is interest- shop 100 yards away.
u It
Itisi
firmed:
ing reading, in view of the criticism
P.
Skully, foreman for Architect J. R.
Commissioner of Railroads—W. McPherson,
showered on his head from all over the Willett, of Chicago, who has charge of all
.Jr., of Howell
Business has been rather duU in
Commissioner of Insurance—Henry S. Ray- State and ont.
the hospital buildings, testified that he inmond, of Bay City.
Both houses ran a short time this after- spected the furnaces when completed and Texas this Tear. A Galveston drumCommissioner of Mineral Btatlstioe—Charles noon with short crews, and then the Honse
was satisfiedwith them then, but had not mer who had made a tour of the State,
E. Wright, of Marquette,
Adjutant General-John Robertson, of Detroit. adjourned to Monday at 2 p. m., and the inspected them since. The air circulated on his return was asked by his boss :
Members of State Military Board— Henry M. Senate until 8 o'clock Mondaiy evening.
between the furnace roof and the pine tim- “Well, did you get any orders?” “I
Duffleld,of Detroit; Charles T. Osburn, of MarObserver. ber. The hot-air conductors were brick should smile. I don't thmk I went into

Th
he

------

House.

r

idi "

quette.

Members of State Board of AgricultureFranklin Wells, of St Joseph; Cyrus G. Luce,
of Branch.
Warden of State Prison—Hiram F. Hatch, of
Jackson.
Warden of State House of Correction, Ionia—
Erwin C. Watkins, of Kent.
Member of Board of Correctionsand Charities— George R^Ulesple^Grand^gl^^^
Member of Board - --------- School at Coldwater— Caleb C. Randall, of Gold
water.
of

J^™-

0ounty; Dwight

for five years without either winding or

regulation. The Belgian Government
put one in a railway station in 1881,
sealed with the Governmentseal, and
it has kept perfect time ever since.

s.

of Board of Managers of Ionia
.

A new clock has been invented, and
coining into use in Europe, which is
warranted by its manufacturers to run

Kidd, of Ionia.

Tax canines probably got their bark
when somebody “threw physio to the
dogs."— Boston Bulletin.

four

young cows. One

wounds.

—The

annual report of the Mercy (Ro-

man Catholic)Hospital in Big Rapids,
shows that 740 cases were treated last year,

making 4,009 patientstreated since its
foundation. There were
in the hospital Jan.

Jan.

1,

in 1884

1

,

fifty-four patients

1884, and thirty-nine

1885. Of the 740 patients treated
seventy-onewere without tickets,

and ten were females. There were nineteen deaths, four of

whom

died within for-

ty-eight hours, and several entered in a dying condition. Daring the year there were
2,000 tickets sold, a slight decrease from
1883.
In Michigan.
Reportsto the State Board of Health, Lanstni,
by observers In different parts o< tbs State

show

the diseases which caused meet sickness la
MichlgaoCdurlngthe week ending Jan. 10, 1186,
ss follows. Number of observers heard from, 49:

Disease* In Order of Gieateet
Area of Prevalence.

1

Bronchitis ................
Nsnralfds ................
.

Rheumatism

.............

.

Tonsilltis.................
Consumption of lungs...
Influenza .................
Intermittent fever ........
Remittent fever .........
Erysipelas ................
Pueumonia ...... ........
.

Inflammation of kidney..
Diarrhea ..................
Tycho-malarialfever.....
Diphtheria ................
Scarlet fever ..............
Whooping cough .........

Inflammationof bowels..

Membraneonscroup. .....
Typhoid fever (enteric)..
Inflammation of brain...
Cerebrospinal meningitis
Puerperalfever. ..........
Choleramorbus...
CholeraInfantum

78
71
69
61
67
49
48
87
87
87
99
27
20
IS
IS
15
16
12
12
10
10
6
6

4
4

4

64
71
7S

GS
47

IS
SS

44
2»
SI
IS
29
IS
IS
20
IS

20
2
10

4

U
2
T
4
9
0

For the week ending Jan. 10, 1886, the reports
indicate that Inflammationof kidneys, membraneous croup, consumption of lung;, bronchitis,
erysipelas, tonsilltis,sad Intermittentfever In*
creased, and that remittent fever decreased in
area of prevalence.
At the State capital the prevailingwinds
during tbe week ending Jan. 10 were southwest;
and, compared with the preceding week, the tem-

wood being about them. The hot- a single store that I wasn't ordered out
smoke by the proprietor himselt*— Texas
fines eight-inch walls.
Siftings.
perature was higher, and tbe absolute and
The remains of the bodies with one exthe relativehumidity,and the day and the night
ozone lees.
ception did not aggregate each a sufficient
Boston Girl— “O, please don’t
Including reportsby recnlar
don't perquantity of oharred fragments to fill a man’s
ambulate so fast. Pobr little doggie is
hat.
so prostrated as to be hardly cognizant
Bobebt Bonnes, proprietorof the New of his surroundings.” Her Escort— “O,
MStarW
York Ledger, savs he has an imaginary don’t worry about your dog. He is not
censor in an old country lady who reads tired.* Boston Girl-“Not tired! Look
the paper aloud to her children,and ob- at his pendent tongue, and just see how
jects to finding a word in a story which she
he unmentionables." — Philadelphia
heed hesitateabout explaining to her little
A, "A
Call
grandchildren when they ask what it i

.fines,no

is

had shot

was killed and the others received 2l4{ht

air fines had four-inch walls and the
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of tetter, remaining lo He pnetoffice at Holland, Mich., .Tan., 22, 1*85:

WILLIAM

U.

ROGERS, Editor.

i

Daniel F. Dusted, Edward 6uw>cr.

Saiubday, January 24, 1885
and Hnrbor

In ihe items of the River

we

bill, heretofore published,

Haven

down

set

Haven.

If

for $30,000.

were not

it

School Books and school suppliesa

not have any harbor at

Nkbrbska
fuel,

and

corn

is

-

all.

farmers are burnln® com for

not be profitablyexchanged the system of

the East and
overhauling. Com was never
not

desir-

able for steady diet.

The

YATES & KANE.

r

Everythingusually kepi

At the Bonanza Sale you will find every
thing almost glveo away. Goods must be
sold.

which such taxes remain unpaid, and to clothing at prices very
all taxes returned to the county treasurer ready made goods.

For

of four per cent.

Tbe

when

One thousand dollars a

GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS

JR.ye,

and pure drugs go

to

STJITHsTGS WHELa.'r,
..
h
GIVE ME A CALL.

YATES & KANE,
15.

adequate. Dignity costs

it

is totallyin-

money and we

hope tbe question will be agitateduntil it

AND

commences Jan 20,
the Bunk und remains but a few
Sale

Tor working people. Send 10 cents
CLOTHING
[postage and we will mail you free, a Our large stock of
will be sold at bottom prices.
royal,valuable sample box of 'goods
that will put you In the way of making more money In a few days than yon ever
our Goods before purchasthought possible at any business. Capital not reing elseuihere.
qnired. Yon can live at home and work In spare
time only, or all the time All of both sexes, of
all ages, grandly successful. CO cents to $5 easily
4. w. BOSMAN,
earned every evening. That all who want work
Holland, Mich., April 23,
12-ly
may test the business, we make this unparalleled
offer: To all who are not well satisfied wo will
send $1 to pay for the trouble of writing ns. Rail
particulars,d.rcctlons,etc., sent free. Immense
pay ubsolutely sure for all who start at once. Don’t
delay. Address, Stinson & Co., Hortland, M’ine.
Marvtlaustutetst.
42-1 j.
i
Insane Person* Rettorsd

upi p

READY-MADE

Our Mill

Complete Running
Order,

in

is

Holland. Mich,

^

Woodsmen.

$5.00 FOR 35 CENTS.

•

We

the Stave nod Heading
Bolts you can make and deliver the year
will

buy

For making

contractsor further in*
Factory.

ormation apply

Cleaning and Repairing

51-4w
Krii^mox>

ail

round, viz:
)ak Stave Bolts, 80 incites long.
White Ash Stave Bolls. 30 inches long.
Sim Slave Bolts, 33 inches long.
Back Ash Stave Bolts, 83 inches long,
ilack Ash Heading Bolts 88 inches long
lasswood Heading Bolts, 88 inches long.
Jine Heading Bolts, 20 inches long.

Coats, Pants or Vests

warrant

48-4t

NerveRebtorer

VORST,

The River-Street Tailor

1885.

2.

Farmers and

swats.

w.

Jan.

ATTENTION

n!

Mortgage Sale.

J

WALSH, DE ROO & CO,

ITfkSTOPPED
FREE
B
M RXlDr.KLINES GREAT

__ <”• atf BR AIN &Nkrvi Diseases.Oniywt
Dcfanlt having been made In the conditions of
The Gospel Services in Hope Reformed
a certain mortgage made by Gerrlt Westerinkand
Mrs! dtp's Hit. Treatise and Jta trial bottlefree to
HendriktjeWesterink.his wife, to Roelof thoekChurch have been wellnttendedthis week,
Fit patients,they paying expresscharges on box when
hois, dated January 281, A D. 1878, and recorded
I receired. Send names. P. 0. and express address of
in
the
office of the registerof deeda, for the county
notwithstandingthe unpleasant weather.
of Ottawa and State of Michigan, on the ninth
The interest is deepening and spreading.
day of April, A. D. 1878. In Liber Z of mortgages,
12-ly
on page 51. on which mortgage and the note aeThe meetings are full of life and power.
comnanlng the same there ’b. claimedto b ; due at
the date of this notice the sum of five hundred and
Speakers, singers and suppliantsare all
twenty-four dollars provided for in said mortgage,
In earnest. The services will be continand no snit or proceedings at law or in eqnity liavIng been Institutedlo recover the moneys secured
ued every night next week, except SaturA Volume of UniversalReference.
by said mortgage, or any part thereof; now therefore,
by virtue of the power of sale containedin
day. They begin at 7:80. All are invited
Is still ready to make new
THE B. M. & CO. STANDARD CYCLOPEDIA.
said mortgage, and the statute In such case made
to be present.
and provided, notice Is hereby given that on TuesThis Cyclopediais a new and valuable book for
day the thirtyfirst (81st) day of March. A. D. 1®«5. popular use, eompiled by competent editors,after
at one o'clock in the afternoon. I shall sell at Hab- cousnitation of thtf best authorities, printedfrom
A
is out against William J.
ile Auction, to the highest bidder, at the from door new. Urge, clear type, and handsomely bonnd in
Kleis of Laketown for writing a threat enof the Court Honse in the City of Grand Hnveh. leatherette in im'tntlonof crocodileskin. It
Ottawa Connty. Michigan (that being the place cmualns information on every conceiveablesubing letter to a Mr. Lugers, a farmer of
neatly done at low prices. Give me a call. where the Clrcnit Court for Ottawa County Is hoi- ject, and Its reliabilityhas been assured bv the
den). the premises described in said mortgeg*.or mo*t c ireful preparation.It U of the greatest use
that township. The letter demanded one
W.
so much thereofas may be necessary to pay the in answeringthe 10.000 questionsthat constantly
hundred dollars and threatened if not paid
amount due on said mortgage, with eight per cent, arise in regard to dates, places,persons, etc.
interest,and all legal costs, the premisesbeing deComplete in one volume. Finely lllnstrated,
that Mr. Lugers and his family should be
We want ng •»;« and canvassers,and tn order
scribed In said mortgageas all tbose cer’ain pieces
and parcels of lanasimate In the Townshipof that you may have a copy to exhibit and canvass
killed.— .d&pan Democrat.
Jamestown, In the County of Ottawa,and State of with, we make this SPECIAL OFFER. To any
Michigan, and known and describedas follows; one who will agree to show this book to their
The south half (s X) of the south half (s X) of the frelnds and assist us in making sales, wo will, upnorth east quarter (n e Jf) of the north west quar- on receipt of 85 one-ceui stamps forward one
Mrs. IJokt
ter (a w it) and the north half (n #) of tbe north copy by return mall.
all
.CALL PUB. CO.. Chicago. III.
half (u X) of the north half
) of the south east
twins.
quarter (s e X) of the north west quarter (n w ^)
its of section twenty-one(21) Townshipfive (5) north m ms m
It is rumored that the mill firm will
take in a partner.
of range thirteen (18) west, containing in all fifteen
excellent
delicious flavor (15) acres of laud, according to United States surRev. J.
has declined the call
vey.
from Fatterson, N. J.
Dated, Dec. 29th, A. D. 1884.
ROELOF DHOEKHUIS, Morigaqte.
has posponed his is
finest leaf, GERRIT J. DIBKEMA, AU'y tor Mortgagte.
Dakota trip until this blizzard wears off.

7T

AY

Highest Market Prices.

1881.

carry a full stock of
Humphrey’s Homoopaihic Specific.

2?

18S4.

ntlr;

Krkmers & Bangs

results in a “raise.”

i

WEILL AS

A.Q

haveojtost been received and si) who desire a good
CUSTOM
MADE soil of_Clothes
wilt do welfto
......
'

a specially.

Holland, Mich., Jan.

Barley,

A large and veryjflnelinn of

SCHOOL SUPPLIES

higher than

Krbmkrs & Bangs have a full stock ol
Paints, Oils, Varnishes,paint and whitewash brushes, which they are selling at
low fiuuresfor cash.

the dignity of a great common-

wealth is to be represented

The Bonanza
next to
days.

year for ordinary men would be sufficient.

£

Oats,

be found here at low prices.

SCHOOL BOOKS and

BUTT

Corn,

Clothing,

Examine

press throughout the State is agi-

nor's salary.
But

fresh herbs

little

the Central Drug store.

tating the question of raising the gover-

w:

Ready-Made

stock of

NECKWEAR, HATS AND CAPS. ETC.

i

collection fee

first-claes

V
will

on all taxes
Krkmbrs & Bangs arc having an imof February next mense sale on Diamond Dyes and they are
acknowledged to be the best 10-ccnt dye
after their assessment, there shall be addin the market.
ed interest at the rate of one per cent for
At BRUSSE’S you can get fine custom
every month, or part of a month, during

a

a

Drug Store.

at the Central

first day

there shall also be added

in

Drugs and Books

tax law provides that

unpaid on the

WE

and dealer in

old or stale.

Buy your Patent Medicines and Drugs

transportationbetween
West needs

FARMERS!

Tailor,

An entire new and freah clock of drugs. Nothing

he

will

Large consignment of Cloaks, Shawls,
Dress Goods, etc., that must.be sold by
Feb. 1st, at Bonanza Sale.

king. When coal and com can

intended for fuel, and coal is

siock

in

>

supplied in from 6 to 24 hours.

the coal fields of the East

in

-

the lar^e year- specialty.Anything not

for

appropriationsshe receives she woul(

ly

Merchant

find Grnut

Lucky Uraru

BOSMAN,

W.

J-

Wm. Vkrbekk, P. M.

lo Fixter’s Stave

VER SCHURE,

ED.
or to G.

Van

Patten

&

Supt.

Sons’ store.

VORST.

'

S'

Zeeland,
Vknrklasen—

Mr. and

Sold by

Grocers and To-

bacco Dealers.

The death of postmaster Keppel, Jan.
2nd, has left a vacancy in the post office
which several Democrats are anxious, and
willing to fill.* To perfect arrangements
to that end a Democratic meeting was
called, but tor some reason no aetjon was
taken. The Republicans supposing their
failure to act to be due to their beine novices at drawing up petitions, and the ex-,
treme modesty,and sensitivenessof their
candidates, kindly came to tnelr relief by
petitioningthe PostmasterGeneral for the
appointmentot J. De Free, also a democrat, as postmaster. Tbe reeular party
candidatea now abuse Mr. De Free for accepting an office from the republicans and
silently curse .their bad luck because they
did not get a chance to refuse. The republicans can now again go to sleep until
awaked to perform the unfinished business
democratic

meeting.

chews Nimrod.” Send
W. VENABLE &
51"ly
S.

CO.,

Petersburg. Va.

FREE PRESS
im:
and The Household.
of'

“H,”

-

Lost:— A large New Foundlaud puppy,
about six months old. The dog has white

and

feet

is white

around

his

neck. A

suit-

able reward will be paid for bis return.

Ed. Fay, Cor. Cedar & 7th

Church Items with

st.

the Services for

To-morrow.
First Reformed Church, services at
#:30 a. in., and 2 p. m. Sunday School
•8:80. Weekly prayer meeting with the
Third Reformed Church, on Thursday,
at 7:30 Preaching iu the afternoon by
Rev. N. M. Steffens.Subject, “God a
compassionate Father toward repenting

Dcfanlt having been made in the cooditlona of a
certain mortgage made by Harm K. Hakker and
Hendrikje Bakker,hie wife, to Peter Boon and Jacob Roon. dated December 22nd, A. D. JR79. and
recorded in the office Of the Register of Deeda, for
the County of Ottawa,and State of Michigan, on
the fifth day of January, A. D., 1882. In libvr 22 of
mortgagee, on page 899 on which mortgage there
la claimed to be due at the date of this notice the
sum of three hnudred and sixteendollars,which
mortgage, and the note and debt secured thereby,
aa'd Jacob Ronn, for himself, and as the only legal
heir of Peter Roon. deceased, did on the twentieth
(*A)) day of December, A. D.. 1883. assign, sell and
transfer,to Roelof Broekhnts. and which assignmeat was recordedIn the office of tne Register of
Deeda lor said County of Ottawa, on the *28th day
of December, A. D. 1883, at 10 o’clock, a. m , in
liber 20. of mortgages, on page ft«4.and no anit or
proceedings at Intv or in equity having been fnstl
tntert to recover the moneys secured by said mortgage. or any part thereof; now. therefore, by virtue of the power of sale contained in said mortgage, and the siatnteinsneb case made and provided, notice Is hereby given that on Tuesday, the
thirty-first iSlst) day of March, A. D., 1885, at two
o’clock In the afternoon, I shall sell nt Public Auction. to the highest bidder, at the front door of the
Court Honse, In the City of Grand Haven. Ottawa
County, Michigan, (that being the place where the
Circuit Court for Ottawa County is holden), the
premises described in said mortgage,or so much
thereof as may bo necessary to pay the amount
due on said mortgage,with seven per cent, interest. and all legal costs, the premises bein ' defscribed in said mortgage as all that certain piece
and parcel of land situate in the Townshipol
Jamcstowu. In the County of Ottawa and State of
Michigan, and known and described as follows:
The east one half (e^)nt the north three fonrthi
of the north cast quarter (n e tf) of the norh
west quarter (n w jif) of eeciloa twenty-one(21),
Townsnlp five (5) north of range thirteen (18) west,
containing fifteen (15 acres ol land, more trices,
according to government survey.
Datld, December ‘.Nth. A. D., 18ft4.
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GREAT

THE

ROELOF

mM

and

7

:3<)

F.

p.

•

.-;.y ,

pump

and expectant company.” Evening.
"How to work for souls, and why.”

1:30

p.m. Sunday

Rev.

Church—
at

School at 3:15 p.

Rev. N. M. Steffens will occupy
pit next

FAMILY NEWSPAPER

in.

Prayer meeting, Thursday eveniug at 7:30.

the pul

Sunday morning. Subject, “Juhr.

'Hial It l« (crnt-rn'ly
reirai.lffl n. tire most dailrobla ami nreiilorious of 'W^ckKas 1* shown by
lire

faol

day school at 3:13. Subjects: Morning,
duties of the sixth

bearing in patience our ignorance.”

far

tire

Imjre

't

vices at 9:80 a. ih., 2:00 and 7
services will be conducted by

j).

m. Thu

lW„

J,’

A.

De Bruyn, pastor.
Methodist Episcopal dhprch-Uev.T. T.
George, Pastor. Services at 10 diO a. m..
and 7:80 p.m. Sunday school at 12

m

precious
ling, “Bread out ol Mtavun."
I

mi/

We
year
jiakd,

will •onii The Weekly Free Prux for one
and any wire of the Book* named, pocUira
on reeeH<tot amount quoted.

IWUr

itl.tory of the

t’l»

It

War

IVuriyUbwl;*Rook

“o
l.&O

..............

J.60

AIlUou*. Webster’s IMeGonary and
Dicllonui-)- of kleetrlclti., .......... 1.60
FIIZK.l'Kru, tr.ot a Yao*
D.Vil.Y.K (intoeaWeek, S.jbO
SUIKCIUDK NOW-DONT DKI.AY.
PnAiliims(rivenfor clubo. fc-nd for Premlntn
Lut and btunple Copy. Local aguata wanted.

“

T"*|,™lw

FREE

Tooth Feeders nnd harrowa combined,
Studebukerfarm and freight wagons.
Kalamazoo open and top buggies, new
kind of walking cultivators,5-tooth,

.

“Jij

I

,
!

V.C

V

-

or wooden pipes,
SI at who lesale or retail, at the most
3^ reasonable prices;
also agriculturalim
pietnenis of nil descript ions; the Esterly

hnrr«'w for finishingland trade, containing <10 teeth, South Bend Heel grain drills.
8 inches for every tooth, Downline Wheel
Spring Tim.iIi Harrows, seeders and cultivators combined, Albion Wheel Spring

Ererj Waly's Oalnt Ronkt on Wow to
do \ our Own I’uiiirinc and Dccer*

-x
-

A

Made

fall line of all

8-tooth, and 2-shovel, Detopr autty mill
valors, Aultman and Russel & O. sieam
threshers.Engines from on<Miof*e to
one lhousand'hur«0power. Cull and see
mv new goods before pCfCh tndnu elseP. H. WILMS.

where.

River St., Hollaed, Mich., Apr.
10-1 v.

10,

'84.

Diess Goods, Table Linens,
Skirts, Hosiery, White Goods,
Etc

Wo

,

!

OVERALLS
We have a

full

and complete Hue of

CROCKERY

kinds of

I

have the agency in this city
for the celebrated

Needle Gas Lamp.

the city.

large and varied variety of

Hats and Winter Caps!
of the lateststyles.
stock of

full

These lamps are a great im*
rovement on all other lamps
I)oth as to quantity of oil
used and the amount of light
which they give. Call and
see them.
Goods delivered free of charge,

always on hand.

„ , . £ VAN1881.
PUTTEN
Holland. Mich.. Dec.
«

B.
& SDNS,

10.

Holland, June

14,

WYNHOFF.

1883.

Cures Dizziness,Loss of Appetite, Indigestion, Biliousness,Dyspepsia, Jaundice, Affections of tho Liver and Kidneys,Pimples and Face
Grubs, Blotches, Boils, Humors, Salt Rheum. Scrofula & Erysipelas.

FOSTER, 2CILDUIU7 &

1QQ4:

FALL AND

CO., Propriotorv, EnCMc,

Now York.

Goods.

BONNETS* HATS* CAPS.
FLUMES, TIPS, POMPONS, FANCY FEATilERS. VELVETS,
PLUSHES. SATIN, SILK. CRAPE. VEILINGS, RiBBONS.
LACES, COLLARS, CLOAKS, JERSEY JACKETS,
CLOAK AND FUR TRIMMINGS, CLOAK LOOPS.
AND BUTTONS, ZEPHYR GOODS, HAND-

MADE

;w<'

HOODS, ZEPHYR, SAXONY
YARN,
AND FAIRY FLOSS, ETC. j .
lj 1 ij-

YTPlJfP”!

&

ejgmcth: strskt.

---------- J.r -------

\

;

WINTER. 1885

liner? and Fane?

ii.

w

always on band.

have the best made and mo«t complete Hue of

In

in endless variety.
A

Hoods

HOSIERY!

S; ring Tontli drnglL the host straight ftmth

(IllU) 1.50

'yyrt-

iMfi

Hand

machinery,

Twine Self Binder, the Rawsmi Reaper
and Mower, the Howe Reaper and the Advance Mower, the (Hand dc Jours threnhorte sulky plow, the Blssel,Smith Bi nd
plow, best in the m-irket. th^ Remmin^ton iron-beam steel plow, Kalomazoo

circulation

ntlnj. ...........................

Holland Christian Ref. Church— Ser-

"The

tty

commandment.”

Afternoon, “Christ, our great Prophet,

m

U has

SPECIAL BOOK OFFBR.

Church, Rev. E. Bos, Pastor.—

Services at 8:30 a. m., and 1:30 p. m. Sun-

“The

tluxt

of env nairer publlstunl In Micnliran.No well
renu.nlwlfamily wtil u> vrlibout it. Price, only
0£i jS DOLLAR a year.

the Bdptial's scepticism.”
First

Ml Gti' IlnleiWF

drive points, iron

D.

9:30 a. nt., and

lies’

furnish pumps,

by the choir. All ore welcome.'

Third Reformed

COTTONS,
AND SHIRTINGS.

ntxl is prepared in

Congregationalsinging. Opening anthems

liroek, Pastor. Services

has ytit in his shop
u large, new engine
nnd holler, and the
Inlet-t i tn p r o v e d

B. WYNHOFF,

PRINTS.

Fresh Groceries!

H. WILIbAS

ing

y

going on in the stock nf

Dry Goo?s..lG,rocerics'

SONS

Dry Goods, Flannels, Wool,

A

AU'g for Assignee of Mortgage.

m. Sunday school
at 12 m. Rev. Thomas Walker Jones,
Pastor. Subjects: Morning, “The wait10:30 a.

POTTEM

VAN

UROEKHUK

GERRIT J. DIEKEMA,

Church— Services at

G.

Assignee of Mortgage.

sinners,”

Hope Reformed

is

Mortgage Sale.

for

samples.

$200,000

m
Winter GOODS Genuine Cyclone

and cheesy cut. This Tobacco
manufactured of
purest sweetnins “everybody

Henry Dr Krdip

of a

(n

Noted for

chew,

Krhmer

f

g

Plug Tobacco.

in presents given aieav.
.Send uf 5 cent* portage,
and by mall yon will get
free a package of goods
of large value, ^that
/that will id
etan you In work that will
at once bring yon In money, faster ihan anything
else in America. All about the $200 000 in presents with each box. Agent* wanton everywhere,
of either sex. ol all ages, for all the time, or spare
time only, to work for ns -at their own homes.
Fortune* for all worker*absolutelynr«ored. Don’t
delay.
licloj
. II*
H. Hallett
VIAI.LLTTcx
& vsi)M
Co., IPortland.
orilarKI, .ualllt;*
Maine.

-

-

‘

TOAKS A SPECIALTY.

.

f

‘

H

Holland, Mich,. Jan. 20, 188&.
The
Common
Connell
met In regular mmIod,
T«rmB of Salsorip Mon.
and was called to order by the Mayor.
$1.50 per year \f paid (n admit s; $1 75 if
Members present. Mayor Beach, Aid. Ter Vree,
paid at three months, ami $2.00 if
Rose, Barge**. Workman, and Kantcr*. ,
paid at sir months.
Tfce Clerk being absent Alderman Kanters wa*
appointed clerk pro-tern.
Rate* of Rdvcrtlplngmade known on nppHcstlon.
Yearly advertise™have the privilege of three

Reading of the minute*dispensed with.
rnmoNs and accounts.
Busina** Card* In City Directory, not over three
Colombia Fire Co., No. petitioned that the *alline*. $3 per annum.
Brie* of the member* of the company fur the year
NoticeeofBirth*.Marriage*, and Death* pub- 18S4, amounting ta |88.00bo paid. -Granted and

change*.

lished without charge for aubacrlher*.
|y*AII advertlBinfi- bills collectableQuarter!

ordered issned.

a warrafit

K. Yin Herwynen petitioned a* follows:

Gkntlkxbn I respectfullyrequest your honorable body to exempt me from the taxes assessed
against me in the city of Holland, as 1 .ntn unable
er that the case has been argued lu this to provide for the same. It Is with great reluctance that I ask this favor, but necessity forces
court.
me to do the same. I am now eigty-two years old,
The statute under which the informa- which prevents my doing manual labor lor others,
tion is filed provides Ihit “an informs and It Is with great dlfflcnlty that I perform what
tlon In the nature of a qus warranto may little labor I do on my city lot*. In order to support myself so as not to become a burden to the
be filed in the supreme court either in city of Holland. I have bo other means or propterm time or vacation,by the Attorney erty than my city lots in the city, out of which I
deavor to make my living, which I do with InGeneral, against Individuals,
his
Therefore I respectlullyask to be reown relation,or upon the relation of any sufficiency.
lieved from said taxes. K. Van Hkrwtnxn.
private party, and without applying to —Taxes remitted and a warrant ordered issued on
such court for leave, in either of the fol- the city treasurer for the amount.
The following bills were presented for payment:
lowing cases.
Fire Company No. 1, 28 chairs at 90c
1. When any person shall usurp, in Columbia
each. f&.SO; and cue 4-light chandelier, 5 00; and
trude into, or unlawfully bold or exercise chief’sbat aud badge, 5.00; total, 83.90; U. Blenk,
any public office, civil or military,or any for putting up clotheshooks, 75c.— Allowed aud
franchise within this state, or any office in warrants ordered Issued on the city treasurer for
Continued from First Poqs

upon

*

;

V

V

any corporation created by the authority
of this state.” How. 8tat. § 8635. The
other cnees specified in the statute need
not be here enumerated.
The potion of statuteto which the relators refer as the one under which they
are organized is as follows: “Whenever
by the constitution, rules and usages of
any particular church or religiousdenomination the minister or ministers, elders
and deacons, or other officers,elected
by any church or congregation, according
to such constitution,rules or usages are
thereby constituted the trustees of such
church or congregation, it shall be lawful
tor such minister or ministers, elders and
deacons or other officers, to assemble together and execute under their hands and

«

seals a certificate statingtherein the

names

by which they and their successors iu office shall forever thereafterbe called and

known, which certificateshall be acknowledged or proved and recorded as
hereinbeforedirected; whereupon such
persons and their successors in office shall
be a body corporate by the name expressed
in such certificate, and with all the rights,
powers and privileges of other religions
corporations, constituted according^1 he
provisions of this chapter." R. 8. 1846,

/

The

Secret of Wealth.

Broken down invalids do you wish lo
gain flesh to acquire an appetite to enjoy a
regular habit o! body, to obtain refreshing
sleep, to feel and know that every fibre
and tissue of your system is being braced
up aud renovated. If so commence at
once a course of GOLDEN SEAL BITTERS. Iu one weak you will be convalescent. In a month you wili be web.
Don’t dispalr because you have a weak
constitution.Fortify the body against
disease by purifying all the fluids with
DOES NOT CONTAIN AMMONIA.
GOLDEN SEAL BITTERS. No eptiem Rt HEALTHnUKSSHAS NEVER MU QlSSTIOm.
ic can take hold a system thus foreIn a million homes for a quarter of a century 11 has
armed. The liver, the stomach, the bow stood the consumers’ reliable teet,
els, the kidueys, are rendered disease
THE TEST OF THE OVEH.
prool by this great invlgorant. Ruinous
bills for medical attendance may be
PRICE BAKING POWDER CO.,
avoided by counteractingthe first sympMAKERS Of
toms of sickness with these Bitters. They
are reporamended from friend to friend, Dr. Price’s Special Flaroripp Extracts,

amounts.
REPORTS OP STANDING COMMITTEES.
The committeet n poor reported, picsentlng the
semi-monthlyreport of the director of the poor
aud said committee,recommending $23 00 for the
support of the poor for the two weeks eudtug
Fenruaty 4, 1885, and having rendered temporary
aid to the amount of $ 1.00— Allowed and warrants
ordered issued cn t:ie city treasurer for the and the sale increases daily. We warrant
a cure. Sold by II.
50 4
amounts.
The committeeon poor to whom was referred
the petitionof Mis. M irkle, asking that her taxes,
White’s Pulmooaria has no equal for
amounting to $4.44 be remitted, recommending
coughs and colds. Try it. For sale by
that the prayer of t'ie petitioner Do granted
Kubmers & Bangs, Druggists.
u re
cor
Which eald
recommendation
was not adopted,a
majority of all the aldermen elect not concurring
the

Walsh.

The

city

clerk presented the following:

Ho land, Mich., Jan. 90, 1885.
Gbntlenen:— At a meeting of the members of
the Fire Departmentof the city of Holland,held
January19, 1884, for the purpose of organization,
the following named persons were appointed to
the offices eet oppositetheir respective names,
subject to the approval of yonr honorablebody,
to-wlt: Fire department:G. J. Van Duren, secretary: K, A. Kanters. ireasnrcr. Bose Co. No. 1;
Bimon Bos, foreman: Alford A. Finch, assistant
foreman; Henry Kamperman, secretajy; John
Cappon, treasurer. Hose Co. No. 2: Ilermanus
Vaupell, foreman; James Kok, assistantforeman;
Gcrrit
rit JJ.. '*
Van Duren, secretary; John Dinkelo,
treasurer.Hook and Ladder Co. No. 1: David
L. Boyd, foreman; Cornells Blom, assistantforeman; Wilhelm Zeeh, secretary; WilliamU. Rogers, treasurer; John De Uraaf, steward.
Respectfully submitted.

It

tees ex officio.

The question principally discussed ny
counsel in the case is that of the jurisdiction of the court. The question has rwu
branches: First, whether in the case of a
corporate office like the one now in question the Supreme Court has original jurisdiction to inquire into usurpations of
office;and, Second, Whether the office in
question is one which is properlythe subject of this proceeding. Upon the first
branch of this question we say nothing at
this time; only remarking that pasdug ii
without further remark is not to be understood as the intimation of an oplniou ouo
way or another.
Upon the second I ranch of the quest ion
we are agreed against th t jurisdiction.
The case brings in questiou the right to a
1 purely ecclesiasticaloffice, namely, the

•

of deacon in the church. This is
an office not created or expressly authorized by state law, but is one created by an
unincorporated ecclesiastical body, and
^fllledby election by a body which posses/ ses no corporate powers or unci ions
Over the office and over the election to it
' the courts ol the state have no authority
whatever; they are controlled exclusively
by au unincorporatedmembership in an
organization where unincorporated tribunals decide for themselves and decide
finally upon the elections.
The ground assigned as supporting the
right U inquire into the rightfulness of
the electionsin this case, is, that the deacons in the unincorporatedsociety become ex-officiotrusteesin the corporation.
But that act cannot put the religiousbody
and its elections under the control of the
temporal courts. If property rights become involved and trusts come in question, the courts will have no difficultyiu
dealing with them; but nothing of the

By Aid. Ter

Vree—

Aid.

Workman—

Resolved. That the engineer in charge of the
water work shall, If found neglecting his duty or
absent from the works, be dischargedImmediately.— Which said resolution was not adopied u majority of all the aldermen elect not concurring

therein.

'

Council adjournct'.

L. T. Kanters, CUrk pro-tern.

Thousands of

families have bad occa-

sion to try the never failing qualities of
Dr. Bub’s Oui’li Syrup, and they

all

^

I

Never Give Up.
If

you are sufferiug with low and de-

pressed spirits, loss of appetite, gcueral
debility,disordered blood,
tion,

weak

A

1885

)

true copy,

CLIAS.
IS. C.

HOPKINS,

lanTnot Dr.
Chtceco, III.

headache,or any disease of a bilious

nature, by all

means procure a bottle of
Electric Bitters. You will be surprised to
see the rapid improvementthat will follow; you will he inspired with new life;
strength and activitywill return; pain and

11 20
11 32
12 26
12 47
2 10
2 20
3 50
7 80

10 10
10
. • • 10
205 11
2 17 12
3 00 1
3 10 1
3 55 2
8 50 5

a. in.

p.m. p.m.

1

rejoice In the praise ot Electric Bitters.

BRUSSE’S

^

v
\

me

8
3
3
ii is 4

p m. p.m.
3 on 10 15
East Saugatuck 2 15
New Richmond 2 37
..Gd. Junction. 2 05 9 22
1 47 9 15
.Benton Harbor.12 40 8 12
...St. Joaeph...12 30 8 05
..New Buffalo.. 11 80 7 25
...‘.Chicago.... 8 55 4 20
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35
55
45
06
30
42
50
45

15
35
48
07

5
4
4
3
3
2
2
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00
37
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80

ii. in

to
Muskegon.
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p.m.
3
3
8
4
4
4
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00
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i

a.

p.m. p.m.

m
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p m.
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m.

13

56
+9 35

to Holland.

p.m. p.m.

to

Allegan.
.
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h.

From Allegan to

m.

<4 An

Holland.

p.m.

13 10
25
81
..... 1 04

m.i
10 10....
9 60' ... .
9 42: ____
9 30 ....
9 (>5|
.

a.

....Holland..... 6 10
....Fillmore.... 4 55
...Hamilton.... 4 45
....Dunning.... 4 85
tl 05 ..... Allegan ..... 4 15
a. in.
jp.m. a.

..... 10
..... Li

cate

permanently.V-'e

for Great “Bonanza" Sale commencing Monday, Jan. 26, next to the
Wk extract the lollowing from a Catifoy- Bunk.
nU paper: “A correspondentol the Santa
in the soul hern part of Monterey county,

says that Mr. William Cocnran, while
hunting deer was attacked by

.

To Consumptives.

Marii Times, writing from Haines Valley,

The

Advertiserh iving hud placed in
hands tile formula of a Simple Vegetable Remedy for the speedy and permahis

a California

nent cure of Consumption, Cutnarh, Bronlion. Not having confidence in his skill chitis, Asthma and ail Throat mid Lung
as a nturksiuanor in bis guu, he sought Afleetions,after having thoroughlytcsUd
its wonderful curative powers in (Uindreda
auiety in Higlit, but being pursued lie
of cases, feels it his duty to make it known
turued ana ibo lion squatted nod wagged to those who may need it. The recipe
bis tail ns if about to spring, when Mr. will be sent free of charge, to ail who deCochran fired and the mqnstct fell dead at sire it with full directions for preparing

Cochran was formerlya and using Address,Phoe. W. H. Arm
STRONG, 737 Race 8t , Ptiiln., Pa. 50-0m.
Ventura and only moved to Cal

.

.

.

ing~

of the spring season,

r

iforniaabout a year ago.

Tinware. Glassware,Crockerv,etc., at
1 iw prices at the “B manza”

unheard v*<

Clipped from Canada Presbyterian,un- Sale next to Ihe Buuk.
der Signatureof C. Blackett Robhi*;n,
I have the finest line of t ic latest imPropr. : I was cured of bilious headache*.
proved spectacles to bo fuuud in Ids city,
by Burd >ck Blood Bitten*.
which r«n lie seen at my drug store.
I

i.

Glasses carefully adjusted to ihe eye and
Bonanza Sale commences Jan. 26, satisfactionguaranteed. :
the Bunk, look out for Bargalua.

48-tf

DR. R. B. BEST.

Ladies’ and Gents' Lockets,

we
Jewelry and Clocks.

Woolens and Suitings as was
ever shown in the city.
As our expenses are comparatively small

we

keep on hand a

full line

of

Spectacles!

cun give

a good

My
fitting,

well-made suit considerably
below Grand Rapids prices.
N. B.-Special attention paid
outside orders.

G. Brusse

I also

& Son.

stock of

SILVERWARE
la

unsurpassedlo

this city.

Particular attentionis called lo the fact
that all my goods are flr&t-clusa noil are
Bold at low prices.

Come

my Stock. .Watokca
and Clocks repaired on

in and u—

short notice.

NINTH STREET, OPPOBITE FIR5T CHURCH.
H. WYKHCYSKN.
Hollawd, Mich., Oct. 24, 1882.

An Independent Newspaper

Taking effect August 10, 1884.

of

Democratic Principles, but not Con|Cntral7ia«|

COINS EAST.

Paa*. [Mix’d Pan*.

TOWNS] P*m.

a. m.
to 10
11 02
11 21
It 29
11 39
It 55

a. in. p. m.
L Toledo A 11 10 5 10
4 15
. Dundee.. 10 to
..Brit»en .. 9 46 3 52
.Riduewav. 9 42 3 47
.Tccumfl'fi. 9 32 3 37
3
. ..Thitnn... 9 t7
iCamnridite. 9 05 3 08
..A<Wi*on.. 8 43 2 45
2 28
.. Jerome.. 8 ‘.6
..Moscow. 8 20 2 21
..Hanover.. 8 09 2 10
7 59 1 f;9
.. Pulaski.
...Homer .. 7 37 1 38
...Mar-hull
7 11
1 12
...Oerancn.. 6 59 1 0)
.BattleCr*k 6 40 I! 42
12 2!
..Angntla..
12 IS
..Yorkviile
•2 09
..liicbland
11 80
.Montieth..
11 27
...Flak....
.. Kellogg ..
11 21
11 10
V Altegsu I.
i. m.

12
12

a.
5
8
8
9
9
9

08 10
80 11
1
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*
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12
1
1
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06 12 30
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1 36
1 34
2 05 2 42
2 17 3
2 ;w 3 5‘J
2 56 4 40
3 04
1 57
3 10 t '.0
3 43 6 30
8 58 6 50
i 59
7 04
4 10 7 23
p. m. p. in

H

5 10
6 03
8

0

t|

6 41
5 57
7 10
7 83
7 no
7 57
* O'
8 18

8

10

•*

09

9 2'J
0 10

Pas*. Mix.

1

n

.

.

6
4
4
4
3
3
2
1

1
i2

12
11

H

60
50
00
00
37
00
80
46
10
55
30
55
10
36
20

9
9
8
7
7 38
7 25
6 00
5 16
5 36
5 15

M

M

n.

m.

Traill Connections.
At Toledo, with all rtilroadsdiverging. At Dundfc.whhT \. A.&G.T. At Britton, with Wabash. St Loul* & Pacific.AlTecuihseh.«ltb Luke
Shore & Mich. Bouihern At Jerome, with L. 8.
& W,
At Hanover, with L, 8.
M. S. At
Homer with L. S A M. S. (Lansing Di\i»ion| aud
Air Line Diviaton of lie Mich. Centml. A? Marshat, with U. it R. K. At Battle Creek, with Chicago & Grand Trunk nrtd
C. U. R. At Montleih with G. R. Si i. At Allegan, with Chicago
West Mich, and L. S.A M.8
Trains it daily except Sunday.
B. MaUUGH.

H

A

M

Set of

Politicians or

TUTF

Manipulators; Devoted to Collect-

I>. in.

his feet." Mr.
resident of

•

Michigan and Ohio Railroad.

00I1TQ W2ST.

Look

and by the open

hates tpatterns

m

Treatise and $2.00 trial bottle Iree to fit
cases. Send to Dr. Kline, 931 Arch St.,
Phila.,
12—ly

JSjwrial ftotiws.

M

shall

and 8:55 a. in..
J. H. CARPENTER, Oen. Pass. Agt.
C. F. HATCH, Station Agent.

Pa.

.

keep adding new goods of the Solid Gold and Plated Chains.

The best salve in the world for Cuts,
4 I5l
Bruises. Sores, Ulcers, Malt Rheum, Fever
to
P. m.i
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hand*. Chiibiuliii,
* Mixed trains.
Corns, and till skin eruptions, and posiuvet Runs dally; ail other trains dally except Sunly cures Piles, or no puy required it is day. All train* run by Detroit time.
guaranteedto give perfect eatisfucliun, or
Mixed iruiusleave Holland, goiug north, at 7:50
money rctunded. Price 25 cents per box. a. m.. arriving at Grand Rapids at 10.15 a. m.; and
at 10:03 p. in., arrivingat Muskegon at 12*10 a. m.
For sule by H. Walsh.
al-u mixed trains leave Holland, going south at
5:50 a.

I .

-dealerin-

share of patronage the past

our customers

ALLEGAN BRANCH.
From Holland

4m

H. WYKHUYSEN,

hope to have as fine a stock of

...Holland. ... t 10 3 00 9 40
..West Olive...
2 35 9 17
..Johnsvllle....
2 27 9 07
.Grand Haven. 12 25 205 8 50
..Kerryabnrg .. 12 20 2 00 8 40
...Muskegoa. .. 11 55 1 20 +8 00
p.m. ‘p.m. p.m.

a. ni.

liberal

season we have decided to lo

10 1 15
o:
45
37
15 12 25

p. tn

30
57
07
30
40
15

a

received

15

From Muskegon

m. a m.

10 80 t5
10 40 5
10 48 6
! t 05 6
1 I 13 6
It 55 7

Having

2<i

MUSKEGON BRANCH.

From Holland

the city.

in

50
32
30

to Hollatiil.

...

diisi

31

From Gd. Rapids

It

©
B

uni

lam

a.m.

o

D-

m. p.m. p.m.

a.

.Holland.... 10
.. .. Zeeland.... 10
31 ...Flmleunvllie: n
44 ... Grand vllle .. a
00 ..Grand Rapid*. 9

5
5
5
6

e-*-

Day NTt
Mail. Exp Exp.

p.m p.m. a. m.

300
3 20
3 35,
3 47

Saleratm and Sod-t are

beet.

©

the only exclusive

trolled by any

fact that De Lund's

Flawing Emets,
8t. Louis, MOe

CD

From
‘rom Chicago
Ohlcai
to Holland

to
Rapids.

p.m.t. .

A good cook never loses sight of the

Mai

13

GRAND RAPIDS BRANCH.

Sold at fifty cents a battle by H. Walsh.

Bucklen’sArnica Salve.

*

TOWNS.

p.m. p.m. a.m.
lOf 55

misery will cease, ami henceforth you will

Clerk of Supreme Court.

Price’s

Ms.

Holland

From
to Chicago.
Ni’t Day
Exp. Kxp. Mall

constitu-

Broek m. KkpfkL—
Cooley, C. J. This case !s governed by
FITS; All Fits stopped free by Dr.
Ter Vree vs. Geerlings just decided and Kline’s Great Nerve Restorer. No fits
the same judgment wili be entered.
after first day’s use. Marvelous cures.
(Opinion filed .lan. 14,

8T. LOUIS.

GROGKR8 SELL THEM.
misA*so ev tmi
Price Baking Powder Co.p

Chicago and West Michigan Railway.

Fmm'Holland
lo the praise of this wonderful prescrip- Grand
tion.
p. m p.m. a. m.
10 25 3 00 t3 00

I

sort is in question on this information.
The demurrer must be sustained.
The other justicesconcurred.

pi

unite

office

'

-

FOR SALS BY GROCERS.

CHICAGO.

Taking Effect Sunday, January 18, 1884.

Besotted. Thai ihe sum of $801, loaned from the
Interestand sinking fund and placed to the credit
of the water fund be returned.— Adopted.

^By

Hop

For Light, Healthy Bread, The Beet Dry
Yeast In the World.

YEASTGEMS

Resolved.That the salary of members of the fi-e
departmenthe fixed at five dollarsper yea . ii<;u
that no extra bills be allowed except those for urtunl repairs ordered by the Chief Engli.eer.Which said resolutionwas adopted, ;.li voting yea.

B/ AU. Workman—

Dims

Dr. Prloe’s Lupulln Ytitl

LIGHT HEALTHY BREAD

4S-tf '

will also be seen that the statute does not
create the corporate offices, but permits the
officers of the church to be corporate trus-

I

Goods to be sold at Cosl. We are closlug out and shall, from this date, sell
Goods at Cost. We shall add such goods
as are necessary to complete our stock—
that nothing may be lacking iu full millinery equipment. We have on hand a full
line of desirable winter stock and shall
add, by Spring and Summer, a stock of
the most fashionableshapes in hats to tie
sold at Cosl for the purpose of closing out
our Ribbons and Plumes. We ask the
further patronageof our townspeoplein
availing themselves of the fine opportunities lor bargains, and in aiding us to close
Th« bait dry hop yeast in the world. Smd
out our business. Orders for Millinery
work and Hair Work solicited. Hair raised by this yeast Is light, white and wholeSwitchesaud Waves sold at cost.
someJIke^^ourjjrandmol^^
E. F. METZ & CO.

cb. 53, §23.
Geo. H. Sipp, City Cltrk.
It will be seen that the society whose —Accepted and appointmentsconfirmed.
The city treasurer requested that he be gramed
offices ore in question in this proceeding
has no charter of incorporationfrom the an additional twenty days time for the collection
The Sherwin-Williams prepared paint
of taxes.— Grantedand the time for the collection,
state, but that it Is organized by the vol- of taxes extended until the 20th day of February, in large and small cans at
untary action of a pre-existing church, 1885.
Krkmkk* A Bangs.
and under a statute which permits the
MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS.

members to assume corporatepowers.

<UIMeataai aelani Barn keewe, ea*

Closing Out.

therein.

COMMUNICATIONt ITIOM CITT OmCEIW.

The etreeaecbBeet

ing and Publishing all the

the Day

in the

most

News

of

Interesting

25 YEARS IN U>E»

Shape and with the greatest possible Promptness, Accuracy and Imand to the Promotion of

partiality ;

DemocraticIdeas and Policy in the
affairsof

Government, Society and

Industry.

_

Rates, by Mail, Postpaid:

.....

DAILY, per Year
DAILY, per

Month

$6 00

.....

.....
•
Year ....

SUNDAY, ptr Year
DAILY and SUNDAY per Year

WEEKLY, per
Address, THE

BUN,

7

80
00
00

1

00

1

Sew York City.

The GreatestMedical Triumph of the Age!

SYMPTOMS

OP

A

TORPID LIVER.

Lesser appetite.Bowels costive, Pain la
the head, with a dull eessatlea In the
back part. Pala under Ihe ehonlderblade, Fnllneae nfltereatlnn with aditinclinationte exertion af body er mind,
Irritability of temper, Low spirt .
a feeilnf of having neglected aome dnty.
Weariness,Dlaztnese, Flattering at Ihe
lleart.Dote before the eyee. Headache
over the right eye* Reetlesaaeoe, with
fitful dream*, Highly colored Urine, and

CONSTIPATION.

•

rTJTT’S PILLS

are especially

adapted

to such coses, ono dose effects such a
change offeeiingaato aatonWithesnfferer.

WEMMIAS
Iffll!

A

General PaMen^cr Agest.

m
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•Mi

mm
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W
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THE

SNOW

Thlt
holla ifanMH
The al«lirh.
ilelgh-bell*
denoed ft
that winter night;
Old Bn tleborougi rang with gleet
Tbe Window e overflowedwith light;
Joy ruled each he<rth and ChriatmM tree.
But to one the belle and mirth were naught;
Hie soul with deeper Joy was fraught
Be waited until the guests were gone;
He waited to dream his dream alone;
And the night wore on.

Alone he stands in the silent night:
He piles the snow in the Tillage square;
With spade for chisel, a statue white
Prom the crystal quarry rt<ea fair.
No light, rare the stars, to guide his hand.
But the image obeys his soul's command,
The sky Is dr ipped with fleecy lawn,
The stars grow pale In the early dawn.
But the lad tolls on.
And lo! In the morn the people came
To gaze at th> wondrous vision there;
And they called It “The Angel," divining Its

v

i.

!

i.v

i',.

n..

around sura to take hia work, and let
him have
« my leave. This I had refused,
but now I thoaerht,
thoaghfc,If I take it,
it. goodRoodbye to the hills for me bat the child
will have her toy; and, after all, poor
little woman, she will be the happier
and stronger; as for me, of course, I
shall feel it, but then that’s not much
matter.’ You see, even then I had a
half-stifled, half-unconsciousfeeling
that the coveted plaything would more
than make up to Glare for my absence.
Well I had my reward. I handed over
a cheque to the dealer, who dispatched
the horses that same day to the hills,
and I sent off the note to Geoffreys
which bound me to the, plains for all

the long hot summer. In a short time
I got an ecstatic letter from Clare,
For It cam* In silence and unaware.
thanking me for my kindness for^he
It seemed no mortal hand had wrought
The uplifted face of prayerfulthought:
horses— in short, for everything. The
Bat Its features wasted benmih the sun;
only thing that stong me was that in
Its life went out ere the dsy was done;
And the lad dreamed on.
her joy at possessing the longed-for
Arabs she seemed to overlook the 'price
And his dream was this: In the years to be
I paid for them— that long snmmerin
I will carve the Angel in lasting stone;
In anotherland, beyond the sea,
the plains. Still, she was but a child,
I will toll in darkness,will dream alhne;
and it was a thorough child’s letter.
While othfr.<sleep 1 will find a way
Upthrough the night to the light of day.
“Time passed. Every post I got
There'snothing desired beneath star or sun
fond,
flattering little letters, chrpnioWhich patient genius has not won.
ling the daily adventuresof herself
And the boy tolled on.
and the child — of their harmless, innoThe years go by. He has wrought with might;
name,

He has gained renown In the bind of art:
But the thought inspired that Christmas night
Still kent Its plaoi in the ecnlptor's heart;
And the dream of the boy, that melted away
In the light of the sun that winter dsy,
Is embodied at last in enduring stone.
Snow Angel in marble— his pnrpose won;
And the man toils on.
—Wallace Bruce, in Harper’s Magaiise.

Why

fi

wynne

Left.

happy life, which cheered and
helped me through the long weary
days, for I was weary. The heat nearly killed me; I hadn’t a sonl to speak
to, and but for those fond, foolish,
cent,

dearly-prizedletters of hers I believe I

should have knocked under. Some
time on the governor passed through
our station on his way from the hills,
and of course we all turned out in our

him. He was an old
friend of my father’s and greeted me
very warmly, though, as I could not
help fancying,anxiously.
“ ‘Where’s your wife, Frank?’
“ ‘At the hills, sir; I
couldn’tkeep
her and the child down here through
the heat.’
“ ‘Why, didn’t you go up with them,
then?’
best to receive

“Just fifteen years ago to-night!Yet
I scarcely know what made it all come
back so vividly, unless it was the child
this evening. You heard her, did you
not?”
uNo, I did not; at least. I don’t know
that I heard her say anything in particular,” I replied. “By the way— yes!
Do you mean what she said of her

mother’s voice?
Owynne?”

Was

that

it

As I spoke a look of pain and sorrow
passed over my dear old chum's face.
We had been together to a theater with
his little 16-year-olddaughter, May,
and the child, tired out with excitement had fallen asleep as we drove
home. When the servant opened the
the brougham door, Owynne had checked him, saying: “Mind the child is sleeping.” A voice ontside repeated his
words, adding, in a horse, weary voice:
“Don’t wake her, poor child; waking
and grief, will come soon enough.” As
we stepped from the carriage I noticed
a woman draw quickly back into the
shadow. Gwvnne and May never saw
her, bat the child had, whiie half sleeping, caught her words, for when we
went inside, and she said good-night
on the landing to her father and myself,
she alluded laughingly to her sleep in
the brougham, adding that jnst as she
woke she was dreaming of her mother
who said something about waking and
grief.

remained silent. I didn't care to
confess that money stood in my way,
for he knew my means as well as I did.
“ ‘Are you hard up, lad? Shouldn’t
be, of course; but young men will be
young men, and I suppose you thought
every wish of your pretty wife’s must
come true? Now, lad, you look pretty
“I

seedy enough for 'anything. Take a
month’s leave, and be off to the hills
and look after the wife and the child.
I’ll be banker.’

“Touched by his kindness,I explained to him that I had money now, but
could not leave my work, undertaken
my empty purse. He still insisted on my going to the hills, and by
his determination overcame every obto refill

stacle, and soon I was en rente.
“Now I can see the cause of his anx-

iety. Then I referred it simply to my
health, which was honestly in as bad a
way as it looked, and tnought he packed
me off for that reason. The journey
did me good. I was in wild spirits; 1
was going to see my wife and the child,
and I had Glare’s last letter put into
my hands as I started, fall of loving regrets over my absence, and of bright
anticipation of our meeting on her return from the hills. I had sent word
of my change of plans, and amused myself on my journey with thinking over
her pleasure at my coming, and with
reading oyer her letters,and, fool that
I was, I kissed over and over again the
likeness which rested in a locket next
my heart God help me! it hangs
there yet Look, there’s the face that
beguiled me. Do you wonder so much
now at my infatuation?”

:'

have risked body and soul for her, to
my misery.
“Well, it’s no use making a long story
of it. Twenty-dour hours up there
taught me how well meant had been
the old chiefs kindness. I broke up
the establishment— the pretty Arabs
had carried their runaway mistressand
her lover to the first stage!— and gave
the child to the kindly care of Yal
Temple’s good little wife, who took her
home to England with her own, and
gave her over to my dear old mother’s
charge, where she has been ever since.
I left the service, and the life I have
lived since then— heaven help me !—
yon know pretty well Of Clare I
never saw more. She and her companion left India. I traced them to
Italy, but there I lost sight of them. A
few years since I heard casually that
he had turned up in England alone;
had married; settled down, and died in
the odor of respectability ;but of Clare’s
fate not a word.
“There, that’s my story, and the explanationof why I left the service I so
dearly loved, which I have often heard
you and others wonder over. What are
you going? Well, good-night, dear
old fellow ; don’t think the worse of me
for this dreary yarn. You’ve done me
good, though I’ll have a stiffish time
before it’s much use of my turning in,
worse luck.”
As I passed into the street one of
those figures only too common N in all
large towns was crouching in the porch.
A policeman coming by bade her “move
on,” and as the poor creature flitted
further into the darkness, I recognized
her as the woman who had echoed
G Wynne’s words so strangely at the
carriage door. Somehow the face
seemed familiar to me in an uncanny,
strange way; but it was not until the
next day I realized that it was a faded
famine-strickenversion of tbs face in
Gwynne’s locket
He Had Plans.
wholesale house in Detroit in
which the firm consists of four partners, with a solid gentleman at the
head, took on a new traveler a few days
ago. He was engaged and packed off
without having seen the senior part-

A

ner, and he probably didn’t care a cent

whether such a person existed or not
of the roads
on a recent Saturday, and had taken a
seat in the smoker to enjoy a fifteencenter, when a fellow traveler asked
him how business was, and what firm
he represented.
“Business is infernal dull, and I represent the house of Blank
Co., Detroit,” was the answer.
“Pretty solid house?”
“Oh, yds ; but rather cranky.”
“Going to be with it next year?”
“Well, that will depend. When I
get in I’m going to ask for a position in
the store. I’m fitted for almost any
place there, and I’m going to push my-

Ho was coming in over one

&

“And then you’ll work for promotion?”

“Consequence of dissipating at a
“You bet! and if things’eome around
French melodrama, child,1* smiled her
right 111 have an interest in the old
father, as he kissed her, before turning
ranch inside of two years.”
with me into the smoking room for a
“Eh! How’s that?"
final pipe and chat
“Well, the old crank who furnishes
“Yes, you are right, old fellow,” said
the doubloons to keep the business
Owynne, in reply to my question; “it
booming has two marriageable daughwas that set me thinking. Qod help
ters, and I’m going to be his son-in-law
•the child. Poor, happy, bright little
or break both legs trying. I’ve got the
May! She has been taught to believe
pluck to succeed, and you can bet a
her mother dead, and may she never
new hat on me any day in the year.”
know otherwise ! Yet when I think of
The conversationdied away very
her, and what and where her mother
soon after that, and in a little time the
may be— unless, ^hich God grant! she
traveler was left to the comforts of his
be under the sod— I feel like a devil!
So saying he drew a locket from cigar. He thought no more of the matForgive me, dear old fellow; bear with
ter until he walked into the store Monhis breast, and, opening it, showed me
me, and let me ease my heart, and then
day morning to report. The first man
the portrait of a young girl Perfectly
never again. You were in Canada
beautifulit certainlywas not but I his eyes rested upon was his fellow
when I married, and I don’t think you
could fancy that dainty face, with its traveler on the train, and the old gent
ever saw Clara— my wife. To me she
dark eyes dancing with fun, its pale, had his hat off, and seemed very much
was the loveliest woman on earth, and
ruby lips and bright expression, set in at home. He bowed to the drummer,
I was simply madly in love with her.
and he smiled, and he went to the door
a frame of wavy golden-brown hair,
Madly is the only word. I could think
and called after him in a forgiving tone
might be a thousandfold more bewitchof nothing but her, could live for nothbut the man escaped, and has not been
ing than the statuesqueperfection. I
ing but her. I poured all I had, name,
seen in Detroit since.— Detroit Free
said as much.
honor, life, and fortune, into her lap,
Press.
Yes,” he went on; “there she is,
wishing them tenfold more valuable
Veteran* Stories.
for her sake, and rejoicing to think how
wjtcl1 ! Thank God ! May
safely she would keep them all Ah, has not one feature of hers ! I should
“General Chamberlainought to have
well! She seemed to return it; she hate the child, I think, if she had. been here to-day,” said the oldest memwas tender, gentle, coaxing, and appar- Well, I pushed on rapidly, and reached ber of another gronpe of comrades.
my destinationnext evening. Nobody
“Perhaps he wasn’t asked,” said anently quite happy.
“This lasted for
for two years; still, I met me that I knew on the road but other vet.
“Very likely.”
had never been a careful fellow, and one man, and he seemed aghast at seeing me. A few minutes brought mo to
“He’s a pretty nice man. is General
•every whim of my little lady’s must be
gratified.So the increase of pay was the home I had so carefully prepared Chamberlain.”
“Yes, he’s all that”
welcome, and as Clare seemed to like for my darling. It was to the full as
dainty as I had wished it to be — even
“He and I stole a pig together once.”
the notion of India, and the doctors all
in my haste I noticed that; but all was
“W’hat do you mean by that kind of
said the heat would suit her, we went
The life did suit her, and she was the still, and disappointment came over me talk, Sam?”
os it flashed across me that my letter
“Just what I say. Colonel Chambrightest and prettiest of a bright set.
Then the child came. She did not get announcing my coming had miscarried, berlain gave me a permit to go outside
and that Clare was away. At this mo- the lines and I stole a pig. If he
over that well, and I dreaded the plains
ment a child’s cry struck me, and hop- hadn’t consented to my going Ishould’t
for her in the hot season ; so I settled
she and the child should go to the hills, ing to get some information from the have stolen the pig. If I hadn’t stole
where I secured the prettiest house I ayah, I followed the sound. In a bed- the pig I shouldn’thave sent a quarter
•could hear of for her and promised to room, alone, lay a child— mine, with of it to the Colonel’soook. I guess as
follow as quickly as I could. She was not a sonl in the bouse with it I a matter of law General Chamberlain
rather annoyed at having to go alone, caught it in my arms and tried to still and I stole a pig together once.”
“Well, Sam," said the first vet, “you
hinting that it was more want of will its cries and its fears, while looking
than want of power to go with her. vainly for the nurse. A light step on do seem to make out your casa”
She said, too, that I was growing stingy the veranda made me turn, and there
“I rode all night in a cattle car with
and didn’t want the expense, ‘for, of stood the wife of an old friend, Yal
the men standing so close that we
Temple’s
wife,
in
short
course, dear,’ she said, in her pretty,
couldn’t move,” said an aged comrada
“ ‘0, Major G wynne ! Are you here ?
childishvoice (how painfully like it
‘Did you enjoy it?" asked a young
May’s is sometimes), ‘if you don’t come Captain Dashwood, the man I had met
fel ow.
I shall be a quiet, solemn “grass widow.” on the road, told me of your arrival,
“Well, I didn’t,” replied the veteran.
Besides, I shall have no horses!’ This and I hurried over to warn— to stop
“It rained like the d—1 outside, and
you.’
referred to a differencewe had had
there was a perfect h —1 inside. No,
about a pair of Arabs she had wished
“I suppose my face scared her, for
young man, I didn’t like that sort of
for, but of whose temper I had not felt she stopped. ‘My wife! Where is
thing.”
certain, and whose price was sufficiently Clare? Is anything wrong?’
“It’s my belief,” said the yonng man,
long to stagger even my loving folly.
“She caught the child from my arms
“that some old soldiers lie like thun“I saw her off, and returned to my —it was quiet now— and laid it on the
der when telling about the war. Why,
empty home to dream of our meeting bed ; then turned, and with gentle force
I heard that one man claimed to-day
in a month. At the door I met the pushed me into a seat
to have killed 100 rebels.
horse dealer to whom the Arabs be
“The story was soon told. My wife
“That’s me,” said the veteran calmly.
longed. He came to offer them to a had fled that day with one whom till
“As a matter of fact I killed 101, but
-rich native. ‘Mrs. Owynne seemed to that hour I had trusted as a brother.
when I tell the story I generallylet
-wish them so, air, that I thought Fd Alarmed at my unexpected comin
mg, that odd one slide.”
-give yon the last chance.’ I thought o
and knowing bow short a stay wo uld
Tha young man left disgusted.— BosClare’s face if she got those covetec sufficeto enlighten me as to the kind of
ton Globe.
ponies (she dearly loved horses), and ‘grass- widowhood’she had led (alas for
flashed across my mind that Geoffreys, those letters),she had fled, leaving her
He that writs to do a good deal o!
-an official at the station, had offered me child to its fate, and me, who would good at onee will never do any.
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TO THE PUBLIC, GREETING:
)
Boards of Health are now everywhere correcting the faulte of sewerage and advising
the people how to prevent future epidemics.
But other precautions are necessary, without which no amount of Sanitation can avail.
Dr. Koch says that cholera has but little
chance among those who keep the digestive
organs and the liver ,' akin and kidneys (the
sewers of the body) in healthful operation.
Warner's SAFE Remedies are the best scientific Curatives and Preventives, and we cannot
too much emphasize the importance of using them
now, as a safeguard against any future scourge
,iluch of the common ailments are caused, not
primarily by bad blood, but by IMPAIRED LIVER
AND KIDNEYS. This results in blood corruption
and injury to the entire system. Remove this
Impaired action, and moat ordinary ailments will
disappear. Other practitioners have held that t
extreme liver and kidney disorders are incur- *
able. We, however, by the severest tests, have
unanswerably proved the contrary. Please note:
FIRST.— WE DO NOT CURE EVERY KNOWN DISEASE
FROM ONE BOTTLE. Warner's Safe Remedies are
specifics, which have been euccessively put
upon the market ONLY IN OBEDIENCE TO STRONG
PUBLIC DEMAND. These remedies are: Warner's
SAFE Cure, for kidney, liver, bladder and blood
disorders, General debility, Impotency,
gravel, female irregularities;Warner's Safe
Diabetes Cure, for Diabetes— -the only known
specific; Warner's Safe Rheumatic Cure for
Rheumatiem, Neuralgia; Warner's Safe Pills for
constipation, diarrhoea, biliousnees; Warner's
Safe Nervine for nervous disorders; Warner's
Safe Throatine for Asthma, catarrh; Warner’s
Tippecanoe for all stomach derangements.
SECOND.— Warner’s Safe Remedies, spite of
all opposition, have won the victory and are
everywhere recognized as leading STANDARDS.
THIRD.-Af ter six years of unequalled experience, we give these unqualified guarantees:
GUARANTEE I. — That Warner’s Safe Remedies
l
are pure, harmless, effective.
GUARANTEE II.— That the Testimonials used
by us, so far as we know, are bona fide,
with a forfeit of $5,000 for proof to
the contrary.
GUARANTEE III. --That Warner’s Safe Remedies
are NOT MERELY TEMPORARY, BUT PERMANENT,
IN THEIR CURATIVE EFFECTS AND WILL SUSTAIN EVERY CLAIM, IF USED SUFFICIENTLY
AND PRECISELY AS DIRECTED*”"-""""
FOURTH.— Special inquiry among hundreds of
our oldest patients results in unequivocal
testimony that the cures wrought six, five,
four and three years ago, were PERMANENT. And
moet of these Patients were pronounced INCURAbLE9when they began Warner’s Safe Remedies.
Read a few of Thousands of examples:
THE REV. ANDREW J. GRAHAM,
^(P.E.),Grand Wand, Neb., in 1881 was pro- .
nounced fatally sick with Bright’s disease.

\

,

7, 1884, he wrote from England, “All
local troublehas disappeared.Have taken
no medicine tor nearly a year

/j

J

/

(1

/

V

D. CRANDELL, Postmaster, Big
Rapids, Mich., was sick for four or five
years from kidney disease. In 1881 he used
, a few bottles of Warner’s Safe Cure, with

CHAS.

satisfactoryresults. In 1884 he reported
“ The benefits in my case were particularly
permanent, have had no trouble since.”

HOPKINS, Dodge’s Corners,
Wis., got so thoroughly filled with uric acid
poison, as result of kidney disease,that he
lost his mind ; was confined in an asylum.
In 1882 began Warner'sSafe Cure, was
marvelously restored, and Nov. II, 1884,
he reported that be "had not missed a meal
in 8 months and was as strong as an ox.”

Rev. E. D.

B. F.

LARRABEE,

/9«
1

Esq., 42 Chester Square,

Boston, Mass., in 1879, was ^iven up by
prominentBoston physicians as in•arable from Bright's Disease. He took
over ooo bottles of Warner's Safe Cure, in
1880-2, and Oct. 6, 1884, wrote that the
“cure was as permanentas surprising.”
several

ELDER JAMES

S.

PRESCOTT, Box

262,'

Cleveland, Ohio, founder of North Union
Shaker; ; In 1878 was pronounced incurably sick of chronic Bright’s disease, by
the
1
best physicians.Then he resort*
resorted to
Warner’s Safe Cure. March 12, 1883,
wrote ; “ Health never better. Just past
80th year.” Oct. 18, 1884 : “ I am enjoying a very comfortable degree of health.”
He says also, “I am an enthusiast over
Warner’s Safe Cure. " U sed 4 doz. bottles.
C. F. B HASKELL, (formerly of Vernon,
Vt.,) now locating engineer on the B. C.
R. and N. Railroad, Dakota, stated in 1883
that his wife was utterly prostrated with
female difficultiesand did not seem to be
amenable to physicians’ remedies. She
could not sleep, trembled like a leaf, periodically lost her reason. They then began
the use of Warner’s Safe Cure. Writinj
in July, 1884, from Dakota, Mr. Haskel
says “ my wife has never seen the slightest inclination of a return of the difficultic
Warner's Safe Cure removed.”

FIFTH.-Itie

no email eatiefaotion to ue to

know that very many thousands of people owe
their life and health to Warner’ a Safe Remedies.
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COUNELL’8 WEALTH.
the ex-Oowernor of New York

A

Recruit’s First Experience.

Consumption !
com
supposed
to be radical long
My first uniform was a bad fit; my
Jlow
disease is
really one of.....
livar complaint
YEflETABLE COMPOUND
.....
I and
trousers
were
too
long
by
three
or
four
Amassed Hla Fortune.
indigestion, but, unless that diseased liver
AFOimVE CUH1F01»»»
inches; the flannel shirt was coarse and can be restored to healthy action, it will so
It lias often been questionedwhether
AO these palafsl Conplalats
unpleasant,too large at the neck and clog the lungs with corrupting matter as to
)x*Governor Cornell, when walking
•sad Weaknesses so» combo*
COMBO* •
loo short elsewhere. The forage cap bring on their speedy decay, and then indeed
• • e
to oar beat ••••••
down the marble steps of his palatial
we have consumption, whiab is scrofula of
$• • FEMALE POPULATION,* e
was an ungainly bag, with pasteboard
mansion at 616 Fiftn avenue, recalls
the lungs, in Its worst form. Nothing can be
Pries tlhVvM, >01 wHM^thne,'
top and leather visor; the blouse was more happily circulatedto nip this danger In
the days when his father toiled early
the only part which seemed decent; the bud than Is Dr. Pierce's 'KloldenMedical
and late in the Mohawk valley, chopwhile the overcoat made me feel like a Discovery.”By druggists.
ping telegraph poles lor what is now
little nib of com amid a preponderance
Known a* the Western Union. Does
A Bomkrvillk young man who has a redof husk. Nothing except “Virginia haired sweetheart appropriatelyrefers to her
he think of his own early struggles as Journal.
* It remorse
mud” ever took down my ideas of mili- as his flame.— Journal
a telegraph operator in an obscure
foretim
Gardening in Alaska.
It cure*
tary pomp quite so low.
country village? Does he feel when
To break up colds, fevers,and inflamma- General
Socially
and
from
an
agricultural
K'" tlon. TUt
After
enlisting
I
didn’t
seem
of
so
he spends $200 for a Christmas-tide
tory attacks,use Dr. Pierce's Compound Exand
.
„ bockaclio,
. . lalwejepornunenttycui
point of view Alaska at present does much consequence as I expected. There tract of Smart-Weed. _
bauble that that sum at one time rep
not
present
a particularly at. motive ap- was not so much excitement on account
resented his yearly income? Does the
To keep apples from decaying put them in
ex-Uovernor,so immaculate in' his jearance. ’Not only are its towns few of my military appearance as I deemed a cool place— where there Is a large family
in number, but they are far from being justly my due. I was taught my fac- of children.
LOOK
dress, so elegant in his manners, recall
attractiveor thickly populated, and ings, and at the time I thought the drillthose days when one suit a year was a
Important.
luxury seldom accorded him? And one can not but feel tharv a prolonged master needlesslyfussy about shoulder- When
vvuuu/uift
you visit
vavav va
or svie
leave New York
a ws aa City,
when dining at his favorite club or in existence at one of the settlements ing, ordering, and presentingarms. The
company with those whose names have would be a hardship compared with musket, after an nour’s drill* seemed s:?
Central Depot: too elegant rooms fittedup at a
become famous wherever the English which almost any other would amount heavier and less ornamental than it had cost of one
ne milliondollars, rednoed
reduced to $1
tl and
to nothing. As for agriculture an honest looked to be. The first day I went out upwards per day. Enropcan plan, Elevator,
Htw
language is spoken, does he fail to ret supplied
with
the
best
Horse
cabs,
Reetaurani
,
member the ragged little urchin who statement must be that there is none to drill, getting tired of doing the same stage, and elevated railroad to all depot*,
depots. Kamiroamed the streets of Ithaca forty years now, while an equally honest opinion things over and over, I said to the drill- lies can live better for less money st the Grand
must admit that there may be farms sergeant: “Let’s stop this fooling and Union than at any first-class hotel in the city.
,
ipiy
The history of his present vast wealth and gardens and products, if land is go over to the grocery.” His only repl
To make both ends meet Is why the baby
and the years of struggle and disap- ever properly tilled and if proper at- was addressed to a corporal: “Corporal, puts its toes into its mouth.
pointment before the golden goal was tention is ever given the business. take this man out and drill him like
R. U.
Lydia E. Pirkham'b Vegetable Compound
reached are peculiarly interesting. Talking with the different inhabitants, h— 1;” and the corporal did.
THAT
cures dyspepsia.
one
can
not
discover
that
the
soil of
I found that suggestions were not as
To-day, in twenty-four hours he can
Lorlllard’s Climax Plug
command nearly $10,000,000.Forty Alaska is at fault for the non-product- well appreciated in the army as in pri- Political stories are called “canards,'
bearing a red H* tofTthatLormardV
Rose Leaf fine cut j that LorlllardY
years ago it would have been tall scrap- iveness, but rather that proper atten- vate life, and that no wisdom was equal because we canardly believe them.
f *. and that LorUlanTaHnuffb, art
tion has never been given the question to a drill-master’s"Right face,” “Left
ing for him to have gathered 25 cents
fiSILFMas:
qualityooniidered 1
Are
Tow
Going'
to
New
Orleans
of gardening. At Wrangell there are wheel,” and “Right, oblique, march.”
that he would dare call his own. It is
or
Florida?
even common gossip in his native vil- a few tracts of land which have been It takes a raw recruit some time to
If so, you can go via the Monox Route
HEADvage that when the ex-Governor was cultivatedand which yield the more learn that he is not to think or suggest, via Louisville or Cinolnuati,and see the
common
and
hardy
vegetables,
and
one
but obey. Some never do learn. I Mammoth Cave, Nashville,Blount Springs, ACHE!
eiVITAUZINOBLOOD PURIFIER
quite a lad his parents were at the time
almost penniless. His father was sel- farm in particular,which has been acquired it at last, in humility and mud, Birmingham, Montgomery, Mobile, and the
Gulf coast for the same money that will take
dom at home. His friends considered worked by the mission-school Indians, but it was tough. Yet I doubt if my you through the dreary, uninhabited Missishas made a most creditable showing. patriotism, during my first three weeks’
him a mild edition of a crank. In these
sippi swamps: we are confidentyou cannot
days he would come under the category At Juneau, a new and ragged-looking drill, was quite knee high. Drilling •elect a line to the South enjoying half the
village, around which are the largest looks easy to a spectator, but it isn’t. advantages that aye possessedby the Moxox
of a genius.
and most promising mines in the terri- Old soldiers who read this will remem- Route and Its Southern connections.
In a certain sense, old Ezra Cornell
No one should think of going South withwas even then a genius, if a total for- tory, there are several small gardens ber their green recruithoodand smile out visitingthe Mammoth Cave, tho great
getfulness of all the ties and customs surrounding the different houses, in assent After a time I had cut down natural wonder of this continent So much
& Best*
which such vegetables as cabbage, my uniform so that I could see out of has been written of this world-famous wonof life could have given him that title.
Gardeners trade a sp#>
der, that it is impossibleto say anything new
beans,
and
potatoes
are
raised
with
it, and had conquered the drill suffi- in regard to it— it cannot be deeorlbed;its cavHe had a few acres of land and a tumatty. PacketsonlyISO,
ss dirtjby ocAft,
ble-down old shanty for a house. He more or less ease in considerableabun- ciently to see through it. Then the erns must be explored, its darkness felt, its
or Kxp.
made a bare subsistence from the soil, dance. The greatest difficulty,so far, word came: On to Washington!—The beautiesseen, to be appreciated or realized.
50000
Guides
It is tho greatest natural curiosity—Niagara
and his wife’s labor at the washtub has been that the underground vegeta- Century.
FREE. Send your address for my most
not excepted— and he whose expectationsare
bles such as potatoes, turnips, beets,
Beautiful Illustrated Garden.Gulde eve*
eked out sufficient clothing for her
not satlsflodby its marvelous avenues,
An Ancient American City.
children, and now and then a cheap and carrots, absorb too much of the
domes and starry grottoesmust either be a printed. B. H. 8HUMWAY. Rockford111.
Tucson, Arizona, is -an ancient city. fool or a deml-god. From Mobile to New
calico for a “company” dress for her- moisture which the soil contains. But
Orleans (141 miles) the ride along the Gulf
this trouble, as I have often been as- Antedating Jamestown and Plymou
ith,
self.
ooast Is alone worth the entire cost of ____
sured,
can
easily
be
obviated
by
a
sysand
first
visited
in
1540
by
Coronado,
Old Ezra occasionally received a
whole trip. In full sight of the Gulf all the
Has your physician failed to arrest the dieNew York paper, and in the long win- tem of drainage.At Sitka one sees it saw its first European settlers in way, past Ocean Springs, MississippiCity,
more gardens, small, to be sure, and 1560, and its first missionariesin 1581. Pass Christian, Bay St Louis, and Beauvoir, ease from which you are suffering?Are
ter evenings he would pour over it with
you losing faith in medicines, and growing
the home of Jeff Davis.
the avidity that the fashionableyoung carelessly attended to, but in which But long before the year 1540 there
When
you
decide to go South make up alarmed at your condition? If so, take
lady to-day does over the latest novel. there is a large and good assortment of was an Indian village establishedon the your mind to travel over the line that passes
. Even the advertisements were a source vegetables,evincing a growth which, site of the present city, so that the Tuc- through the best country and gives you the
) of much joy and comfort to him. Any although not rank, is surely encour- sonians can, if they please, claim an best places to stop over. This is emphatically the Monon Route, in connection with
change from the dreary monotony of aging to those who believe that Alaska age for their town as great as Santa the Louisville and Nashville and the Cincinhis everyday life was a godsend to him. can grow enough products to more than Feans claim for theirs. For all prac- nati Southern Railways.Pullman Palaoe
At that time Professor Morse, the Nes- meet the demands of its possible popu- tical purposes, however, 1540 is a date Sleepers, Palaoe Coaches, double dally trains.
tor of American telegraph, had about lation. That the country will ever be- sufficiently far away, and if Tucson The best to Cincinnati,Louisville,New Orleans or Florida. For full information,decompleted his first experiments, but come noted as an agricultural region in only continues to improve with age, or scriptive books, pamphlets, etc., address B.
The Great Blood Purifier,
particular,
or
that
it
will
even
become
becomes
as
good
as
she
is
old,
much
was puzzled whether tne telegraph
O. McCormick, NorthernPassengerAgent
a
distributing
center
of
cereals,
fruits,
may
be
expected
of
the
place.
Built
by
Compounded
from the well-knowncurative*
Monon
Route,
122
E.
Randolph
street,
Chiwires should be erected on poles or
sunk under ground. This subject was and vegetables,no one expects and no the Spaniards, who brought so much cago, or W. 8. Baldwin, General Passenger Hops, Malt, Buchu, Mandrake, Dandelion.
Sarsaparilla, Ossoara Sagr Jfia, eto. They are
Agent, 188 Dearbornstreet, Chicago.
long and even bitterly discussed by the one really hopes. The question is religion to the people whom they connever known to fall in all oases of
projectors of the infant Western Union, whether anything will p-ow, and the quered, San Xavier (San Havier) is toYoung Men, Bead This.
and the question agitated. Professor answer really must be in the affirma- day one of the largest, as it is one of the
The Voltaic Belt Co., of Marshall, Mich.,
Morse and his friends for years. ‘ The tive. Alaska has natural wealth enough best preserved, of all the churches offer to send their celebratedElectro- Vol*
reports of the differences over the s ab- in its fisheries and mines, so it seems built during the years of the Spanish taic Belt and other Electric Appliances Troubles. They cure Dyspepsia, Indigeetlon.
on trial for thirty days, to men (young or Rheumatism and all urinary troubles. They
ject were published in the Courier and now, and has no need to trouble itself occupancy of the Southwest. Riding old) afflicted with nervous debility, loss of
Invigorate,nourish, strengthen and qt
luiert
about
ite
agriculture
more
than
to
see
from Tucson for nine miles up the val- vitality and manhood, and all kindred trou- the nervous system.
Enquirer % then the leading paper of
this city, a copy of which found its way that enough can be raised to keep star- ley of the Santa Cruz River, one has bles. Also for rheumatism,neuralgia, paAs a tonic they havo no equal. They are a
vation from the door independentlyof glimpses from time to time through the ralyflis, and many other diseases. Complete rational catbsrtlo and a superb anti-bilioua
into old Ezra’s hands.
in
ie«toratJon to health, vigor, and manhood
That little paragraph ultimately outside aid.— Sitka Cor*, San Fran- groves of olive, oak, and meskete trees iruaranteod. No risk Is Incurred, as thirty specific.
of the white walls and graceful towers
proved to be the first step in the pres- cisco Chronicle.
days'' trial Is allowed. Write them at once
of the church as they stand clearly out- for Illustrated naraohlot free.
ent colossal fortune controlled by his
Should be exercised by persons when purThe Sufferings of Gen. Shields.
chasing Hope and NIAI/T Bltterfl*
lined against the sky beyond. It was
son, Alonza B. Old Ezra, without inMarvelous Restorations.
Do not get them oomfounded with other in“Would you like to see the mate to down this valley of the Santa Cruz,
structions from Professor Morse, and
Tho cures which are being made by Drs. ferior articles of a similar name. For saw
the
ball
which
passed
through
the
genwhich is to-day attracting so much at- Etarkoy & Palen, 1100 Girard street, Philadel- by all druggistsand dealers. Bee that every
without the faintestencouragement that
his course was correct, immediately ab- eral in the Mexican War?” Mrs. Shields tention as an agricultural section, that phia, In Consumption,Catarrh, Neuralgia, label bears the name HOPS A MALT BITsented himself from his wretched asked. In response to an affirmative Coronado marched on his way from old Bronchitis,Rheumatism,and all chronio dis- TERS OO., Detroit, Mich.
cuses, by Compound Oxygen, are indeed
home. He was lost to his family for she brought out a grape shot, not like Mexico in 1540, and before the advent marvelous. If you are a sufferer from any
the more modem messenger of destruc- of this intrepid explorer and ever since
months, but when he returned it was
disease which your physician has failed to
___ valley
_____ has
__ been inhabited by.the cure, write for information about this Treatwith the information that he had out tion, but a great iron ball with a the
deep, ragged edge, showing rude cast- Papago Indians, whose adobe houses ment.
T “one hundred cords of poles for them
J telegraphfellers, and I mean to sell ’em mg. It measured full three inches in -with thatched roofs are scattered along
The Throat.
to ’em, too.” Ho was the laughing circumference Tins was picked up on the road leading to the mission.“Brown' i Bronchial Troches" act directly on
agricultural condition?
the organa of the voice. They have an extra
stock of the neighborhood. His friends the battle-field by an aide of Gen.; Tombstone Epitaphordinary effect in all disordersof the throat
Scott s. ' The shot which struck
were really concerned for him, and his
general entered below the heart,
striking Proofs
wife was not altogethersure that her
“Care-charminq sleep, thou silent friend
through
the lungs and came out
^
•fflcacT
Hoptetter'sStomach Bitters of all our woesl” But the poor victim of
husband had been on a foolhardy missurgeon on
been afforded and publishedIn the shape of neuralgia knows nothing of the delights of
dative Southernpaper, printed in the''
sion. Ezra, however, was confident the shoulder-blade.
teitimonlalafrom phyalclxnaand private Indi- this great boon. Mrs. Deltrich, of 16 Hudson
that telegraph wires would be strung the Mexican side, who found him,
Sr
street, New Haven, Conn., walked the toor
viduals,
who
have
tested
Its value In cases of
took a silk- handkerchief,and, followon poles, and no amount of argument
rheumatism.
We
are all aware of the obstinate all night, unable to secure a moment's repose. every)
ing the course of the wound, drew it
“Bill
In the morning her daughter hastened to proor persuasion could deter him from a
character of this complaint, and some of us have
lettera tor) .
second visit to the wilderness, from entirely through the body. So certain witnessedits fatal terminationwhen It attacked cure a bottle of Athlophoroc,which wrought akel
eU-hoe for It.
Betay Hamilton/’
(mmedlatorelief. Price, $1 per bottle. If
ect humorist,' write! 'forlA
which he returned in a couple of were the medical men that he could the heart. To resistand foil its preliminaryat- your druggist hasn't it, send to Athlophoros •dial
FotUK-^
Part New Story, by Bair Haan, begins Febrnsrrad.
months, remarking that he had cut not recover that the official report sent tacks Is therefore the part of wisdom. If pains Co., 112 WaU street, N. Y.
THE CONSTITUTIONIt the great
g
paper of the
“more poles for them telegraph fel- on to Washington included Shields are felt in the joints or muscles after a wetting
Bouth-aiucere,houent and able.
among
the dead.
For
dyspepsia, indioestior, depressionof
Bend
your
name,
and
that of five of your neighbor*
lows.” He then made bold enough to
its approach may not unreasonablybe inferred.'
“In all the years of our married life,” In that case a wineglassful of Hostetler's Stom- spirits,and general debility in their various on a
address Professor Morse. He state*
forms; also, as a prevrntlveagainst fever and
that he was in position to supply his said Mrs. Shields, “I don’t think I ever ach Bitters now and then will be found a useful ague, and other intermittent fevers, tho
preventive
measure.
Persons
exposed
to
rough
company with telegraph poles, an* knew him to have one whole night of weather will And in the Bitters a reliable safe- ‘‘Ferro-Phosphorated Elixir of Calleaya,”
could supply him with a wilderness if sleep, undisturbed by thkt wound. He guard. The medicine is also a reliablemeans of made by Caswell,Hazard & Co., of New York,
E.
malarial ailments, and of overcoming and sold by all druggists, is the best tonic;
necessary. Professor Morse replied would get up out of bed and walk the averting
AURORA, ILL.
dyspepsia,oostiveness, nervousness,and inac- and for patients recovering from fever or
that he wanted the poles very much floor by the hour. He was not a man tivity of the kidneys and bladder. Try its effect other sickness it has no equal.
CLEVELAND BAY
but that neither ho nor his company to complain, and very few people knew and satisfy yoi
ENGLISH DRAFT
what
he
suffered
—
he
could
stand
so
Could I but see Carbolino made,
were in a position to pay for them ; but
HOUSES, and
A
CelestialJoke.
And view the process o’er,
if Mr. Cornell wished to deliver them much. After he was wounded in the
lesfift and Ei
No
bald-head
pate
would
make
afraid,
The
love
of
fun
is
not
unknown
they would be paid for in stock of the Mexican war they wanted to cut his
Nor gray hairs fright me more.
>NIES. Also
company. Old Ezra after much con- left arm off; it had begun to mortify, among the serious looking Celestials
As now improved and perfected,
I0L8TEIN
CATTLE.
No oil waa ere so sure,
sideration consentedto the bargain, He told them no. Then they said the ' who, during the past few years, have
IOO head to
only
thing
that
could
possibly
save
him
' been collecting in softe parts of our
All skin disease, of limb or head,
and for several years kept them supIt never fails to core.
storekeeper,
plied, always receiving in return a pile was to cut in and scrape the bone. He ! Australiancolonies.
told
them
to
do
it, and went through wishing to advertisehis articles in the
of Western Union chromos. His
Every lady or gentleman that is a sufferer
neighbors continued to think him on tne operation without taking chloro- Chinese language, engaged a Celestial from severe headache should read the adver- ebles ns to
tisement of Dr. Bells, in another column of
the verge of idocy, and his family Were form. In the last war his right arm to paint him a sign, expecting, of
districts In L ___
this paper.
pnd twins liberal Bend for
and
shoulder
were
badly
hurt
by
fragcourse,
that
it would be a very enticing
. in as desperate straits as ever.
No. u. AWMsunoa this rAMta.4*
one.
ments
of
a
shell,
and
he
had
much
Ir afflicted with Sore Byes, use Dr. Isaac
N w_It is a legend of Ithaca that so inIt did not answer his expectations, Thompson’s Eye Water. Druggists sell it. 25c.
1 fatuatedhad old Ezra become with his trouble with them. He could never lie
however,
for the only perceptibleeffect
on
his
side.
You
might
think
a
man
telegraph-polecutting that at one time
his garret and “spare” room were who had gone through such sufferings it had on “the relations of the sun and
strewn with the original stock of the himself would get callous toward the moon,” as the Chinese term themselves,
Western Union, not worth the paper it feelings of others, but he didn’t. It was to excite a grin of the broadest diwas written on, and it is stated as a was not once, but many a time, I have mensions. At length the storekeeper, PENSIONS
positive fact by the ex-Governor’s seen* him take a mouse that had fallen by a considerablebribe, obtained a
friends that his mother became so dis- into a basin of water and dry the little translationin English of the advertisegusted by her husband’s course that thing carefully, and let it go, he was so ment, and found it to be os follows :
she very frequently used the shares of tender-hearted.”— St. Louis Globe- “Don’t buy anything here; storekeeper
Hand-Book FREE.
Democrat
a rogue."— Manchester Times:
the company to kindle her fire with.

A

Alonzo and his mother were quickly installed into” beautiful home, with
every luxury thit the Monte Cristo
wealth of his father could provide. He
is now the sole possessorof his lather's
estate, in politics he is termed the
“Sphynx,”but to his fellow members
of the Union League Club he is a genial and agreeable gentleman,though
jy no means enthusiastic in his friendships or social relations.— ATem York
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PATENTS

All thiA, " however, was changed in a
The simple making and selling oj
few days. When the war broke out
men’s clothing is the greatest local in-the demand for increased telegraph fadustry in New York City. It employs
cilities brought the Western Union up
nearly double as many people as any
with a rush. Its stock increased to an
other single occupation,not taking inenormous extent, and old Ezra began
to account the workmen who manufacto scour hi£ garret for the reams of it
ture and finish the cloth.- Inside the
which he had accepted for his poles.
city limits about 800 establishmentsare
He gathered them up, and packing devoted to the business, with an aggrethem in an old leathern trunk, came to
gate capital of about $25,000,000, emthe city. He soon learned that with
'rn
- x

nnn
^loooZ
I1

with

Lct W,ng

each day he became $100,000 richer.
aTear a
The dear old gentleman conld hardly oat
ln "W8appreciate his vast possessions.
Men, like bullets, go farthest when
family that had suffered so long,
they are smoothest.— ifre/tter.

* * • Cancer of the lower bowel aonietlmea results from neglector badly-treated
piles. By our Improved methods,without
knife, caustic, or salve, we speedilyand permanently cure the wont pile tumors. Pamphlet, references, and terms, two letter
•tamps. World’s Dispensary Medical Association, 668 Main street, Buffalo, N. Y.
Excuse of the girl who eloped with her
coachman: “I was driven to it.”
Horsford's

‘

|A book of 160 pages on
, A Courtship,
sent free
bytheUakm Fob. Co.,
N.J. Send stamp, for poet’*.
BeautifulColored derignsof Flowers,
Animals, etc., printed on burlap
Uo(doth), to be worked In net, yam, etc.
Wholesale and retail. Lorn discount to dealers,grad
Birds,

Add Phosphate.

XO PHTBICIAX WEED HESITATE.
Dr. 8. V. Clevenger, Chicago, 111., cays:
“Horsford's Acid Phospbato should bo made
official. . It hr the moat eligible form for the
administrationof phosphorous, and no physician noed hesitate to order it ou hlspiosoriptlon blanks.”
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A scene occurred

recently In front of a

“lunch reom” en Broad street, says the
,

Providence Jeurnal, which caused tears
to

worth of Goods must be sold in order to meet the obligationsto creditors.

many of the
be standing by.

flaw from the eyes of

ladles who happened to

A

man

well-dressed, genteel appearing

and a Udy-ltoking girl of about

fifteen

years came up Bemett street,and it

•

“UNHEARD OF BARGAINS”

:>V

was

noticed that the child was weeping, while
the father was swearing at a furious rate.

FnrnlsMnj Goods, and Boots and Shoes.

In Dry Goods, Clothing, Gents’

seems that the child had taken the
drunken father's pocket-book for safe

It

keeping, as he was entering every drink-

He swore

ing saloon that he came to.

*4KlHC
POWDER

at

her and said: "Mamie, give me that
pocket-book.” The child replied: “But,

do for food

father, what will mother

for

breakfast? You have taken every cent
from the house; and remember Grade
ill,

is

and mother could not send for the

doctor, as she had no

home

papa, come

money.

met You

with

prom-

you

would not drink again." At
like a child, and kissed

his

home

now." He

with you

Gertie,

W. VAN DER VEERE.

Meat Market.

Gity

cov-

and moaned,
Gertie! Hark! Mamie— I

ered his face with his hands

"Oh,

DOREN.

wept

Mamie,

little

and said: “Yes, dear, Ido remember, and
I will go

VAN

this point the

down and

father completelybroke

G. J.

VAN DUREN &

can hear her sweet voice saying to me,

Having

lately re

Winter Dress Goods,

opened the “City Meat

Mamie, Market" in the First Ward, we kindly inand stop drinking.’ Yes, dear, I will go vite the Citizens of this city to give us a
home— cornel” When the dialogue ended call. We intend to keep our market sup-

In large

to that

Holland, Mich., Jan.

many a

new resolve an the part of the

Style Prints, i Dress Patterns.

J

C.A.3?S

numbers will be sold at a great

OOIMIIEj EA.EjL'Y"

plied with the best and choicest meats that
stout heart that could can be procured.
not hold back the tears, but said, "Amen"
there was

New

H-AJTS

CO., Proprietors.

'Papa, dear, you will always love

Suits of Clothes at Greatly Reduced Prices.

Ladies are invited to call and examine the stock of

Absolutely Pure.

Oh, please,

ised Gertie when she was dying that

And Winter

sacrifice.

GKET BEST B.A!RGhA.XIfcTS
E. T. Harrington.

and

22, 1885.

We make

father, and praised theoouragtof
child.

A Great
Mr. Wm. Thomas,

and can assure our patrons that the Lard
purchased of us, is perfectly pure and of

Discovery.
af

Newton,

la., aays:

Otto Breyman

fine quality.

-dealer in-

G. J.

VAN DUREN & CO.

"My wife has been seriouslyaffectedwith
Holland, Mich., Feb. 15, 1888.
a cough for twenty-five years, and this
spring more severely than ever before,
Order of Publication.
tiha had used many remedies without re- rpHE Clrenlt Court fir the county of OtUwa—
A In Chancery.
lief, and being urged te try Dr. King’e
STATE OP MICHIGAN,

Jewelry, Watches, u

Discovery, did so, with most gratify

The

log results.

very much, and the second bottle has ab-

8,

ELW OOD^Cm^jinanl^

not had so

Fancy iBooic, I \

Gold and Silver Watches at Rea-

*

is/L

of his family togetherwith a num-

ber of relationsand friends who had been

convened

„

keep on baud a large assortmento

and half an hour had passed in weary
pense when

at last

Come and examine our

stock.

0.

Holland, Mich., May

as cheap,
than any party in

BREYMAN.

J.

1884.

12,

FLIEMAN
has in slock a number of the

CUTTERS
E. HEROLD,

lives

your pardon!" said the

made by the

actor, and hastily withdrew,having thus
acquitted himself of the imposed penance,
to the great abnoyance of

Frankel and the

SEWING MACHINE

intense amusement of the assembled witnesses.— iffn&Tufe Bote.

By
I

has just received a large stock ef the latest
styles of Ladies' and Gentlemen’s

SOOTS & SHOES

contracting a severe cough and cold,

and keep to the bouse. A neighbor recommended me to try a bottle of Dr. Bull's
Cough Syrup; it was procured and used:

my

among which

of

astonishmentrelief was instanta-

mixed with the

gas

flour, the

thoroughly

Strength and Durability
they beat eTervthiDg.The dash Is a
which cannot be broken.

new

is liberated
.

by Grape

Cream Tartar, and as it escapes
of flour and

it seperatesthe particles

makes

light

and delicious pastry.

A chemist at Munich has
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of Every
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wishinganything

Repairing promptly and neatly
done.

46,

M.

J. Fel-

lows, Burr Oak, St. Joseph Co., Mich.

CARD.
thanks to the
many friends who have helped and shown
their sympathy toward us, and who rendered valuable services at the time of the
accident which caused the death of our
son Cornelius. Mr.andMrs.D. Vette,
heartfelt

E.

Mich., Jan.
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Back, with a weary aching

a

1885.

sign of dis-

eased kidneys. Use the best kidney curative,

which

is

NEWHOME
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CO.
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MEYER, BROUWER CO,

Holland,

is

COST.

by callingon

me.

and

FREE!

^RELIABLE

SELF-CURE.

Am.

n sealed envelope JV««. Druggists
can fill iu
plainsealed
DrugSteSnflmu
AddressDR. WARD A CO., Louisiaae, Mo.

JAS.

HtJNTLEY,

OTHERS

my line can do no better than
I have a large stock of ready-

in

made work in

EIGHTH STREET.

There is nothing like Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric pil to quickly cure a cold or relieve

lameness over the hips

mr

Description,

which I will sell at astonishingly low prices in
order to make room for my fall stock.

;NO.

22,

Burdock Blood Bitters.

dealan a

Holland, Mich., March

completed.

ished and
Call and examine and give me a trial.

HEROLD.

18,

Estimates given for all
kinds of buildings, fin-

J.

1884.

FLIEMAN,

Hollaxd, Mich. Oct. 23, 1884.
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Drug
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Mr.

WARD

Planing and
DO
YOU
KNOW
Store.
THAT

Be-sawing

done on short notice.

BEST, M,

J),

Propfr,

LORILLARD’S CLIMAX
PLUG TOBACCO.

A. Anderson, a competent prescription clerk, bas charge, and will be
found at ail hours, ready to compound With Red Tin Tag, is the best? Is the purest; is Stairs,
atedwithglucose, barytes, molasses,
prescriptionsin
thoroughly reliable never adnlterat
Doors,
ions ingredients,as is
case with
or any deleterious
is' the cose
manner.
many other tobaccos.
I.

LorllUrd’a Rom Leaf Fine Cut ToA complete
mm, m m,
bacco.
toiLETMmmow’Sfm,
— and—
BIT RIAL GASKETS. Everything
drug
Lorlllard’a Navy Clippings.

Blinds,

Mouldings,

Brackets, etc.,

made and

assortment of

mints,

is

remedy

lie-

River

St..

for all

colds, paiu and inflam-

lagenev
lunen succeed

Holland.

2K Ms

store will be kept constantly en

aiVB

ITS JL

Holland, Mich,, J«n«

band.

furnished.

also made of the finest stock, and for aromatic
chewing qualitiesis second to none.

take first rank aa a solid durable smoking tobecoo
whereverintroduced.

OjA.TjTj.
K B. BEST,
37, 1884.

have been used for over 124 years, and ore sold So
a largerextent than tay

others.
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Hand Railing, Sash

a

apertainlng to a first-class

rUse Dr. Thomas’
beat

.

42-ly

to

CALL AND SEE US.

empty.

extend our

than anything else in this world. All, of either
sex, succeed from first hour. The broad road to
fortune opens before the workers. Absolutely sure.
At once address: Tnox & OoM Augusta,Maine.
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be extractedfrom common anthracite coal. That's what gives
a man the shivers as he finds bis coal bin

We
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for
receive free
costly
goods
will

discovered

that quinine can

hoarseness. Written by Mrs.
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Scientific.—Soda or Saleratus contains
it

not cheaper

H.

Holland, July

Milwaukee.These cutters for ease and com-

I also

neous. Edw. W. Clayton, Waverly, Md.

carbonic acid gas. After

if

NorthwesternSleigh Company,
for

SIMPLE

was compelled to give up my daily work

to

I have the newest and best hearse in
this city, with the finest horses and carriages for funeral purposes, which I will

CUTTERS and SLEIGHS.

No

trouble to show Goods.

his head in and asked:
“Does Mr. Meier live here?"

I beg

Dr. Harter’s Iron Tonic is for Balk by Alt
Druggists and Dealers Everywhere.

Street, near Eighth.

furnish

Beckmann put

“Ah, then

On Market

The popular wagon manufacturer

the door opened, and

“Oh, no," answered Frankel,“he
next door."

oldest established stable iu the city.

a safe

It gives a dear and healthy complexion.
l*«e strongest testimony to the value of Du.
Hajtbh's Inox Toxic is that freqnent attempts
at connterfelting have only added to IhepopularIty of the original. If you earnestlydesire health
do not experiment—get the Obiodul and Bast.
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sus-

l

cure.

be just as represented.

I am prepared to do repairirg and engraving promptly and in the best manner

rival of the delinquent. He tarried long,

The
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DR. HARTER’S IRON TONIO
and speedy

and a

Circuit Court CommMoner. Ottawa Co. Mich.
John C. Tout, I'otnplainanCt.Solicitor. 45-t

for the occasion, waiting the ar-

BOOSTE,
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VAUVAOl
of YOUTH!
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In ail
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IIIU90
diseases requiring a certainand efllclcn . TONIC,
especiallyDyspepsia, Want of Appetite, Indigestion, Lack of btrungUi, etc., Its use is marked
with Immediate ana wonderfulresults. Hones,
muscles and nerves receive new force. Enlivens
the mind and supplies Drain Dower.
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the most salable

MICHAEL ELWOOD. Defendant.
of

_

f®nd 75 C^nfS 4t 0nce

Flatrim ui

Silnmre,

Suit pendingin the Circnit court for the county
Ottawa in chancery, at the city of Grand Haven,
on the 11th day of December, A. D. 1884.
good health for thirty yeare.”
In this cause it appearing from affidavit on file,
Trial bottles free at H. Walsh’s Drug that the defendant, Michael Elwood, is now absent from his last known place of residenceand
Store. Large size $1.00.
that bis present whereaboutsis not known to the
deponent, on motion of John C. Post, Esq., complainant's solicitor, it is ordered that the said deAn Apflogy.
fendant, Michael Elwood, cause his appearance to id x
be entered herein, within five months from the
day Beckmann,the comic actor, date of this order, and in case of his appearance
that he cause his answer to the complainant’s bill
who died in 1866, was induced to take off of complaintto be filed, and a copy thereof to be
on said complainant'ssolicitor,within I also
a well-known newspaper editor, Frankel served
twenty days after service on him ol a copy of said
by name, in one of the characters he was bill, and notice of this order; and that In default
thereof,said hill be taken as confessed by the said
representing in Berlin. He performed his non-resident defendant.
And It is further ordered, that within twenty
task so cleverly that at the close the audi
davs the said complainantcanse a notice of this
order
to bo published in the Holland Citt Nnrs,
ence broke out into loud calls for Frankel.
a newspaperprinted,published and circulating In
journalistbrought an action, and said county, and that such publicationbe con
tinned therein at least once In each week, for six
Beckmann was condemned to go to the weeks
in succession, or that ho cause a copy of
honse of the insulted party and there beg th!B order to he personally served on said nonresident defendant, at least twenty days before
his pardon In the presence of witnesses. the time above prescribed for his appearance.
Dated, December 11, 1884.
At the hour appointedFrankel sat In the
to
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royal octavo pages. Low retail pn<
It is
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